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1.0 ABOUT THIS
DOCUMENT
SUMO Project, in association with, Gladki Planning Associates, PMA Landscape
Architects Ltd. and Greenberg Consultants Inc., prepard a public realm masterplan for
the Kensington Market Business Improvement Area (KMBIA) and the City of Toronto.
The main objective of the masterplan will be to provide recommendations for the
evolution of the Market’s public realm, considering how Kensington’s public spaces have
evolved through the years, how they function today and how they can be improved
to enhance the experience of the people who live and use the market on a daily basis
while preserving the charm that has made the market what it is today.
Although this document is restricted to the ‘Public Realm’ (street, lanes, parks, public
spaces, sidewalks, etc.) that exist within the designated boundaries of the Business
Improvement Area (BIA) (see p13) and focuses predominantly on the commercial areas
within the study area, it considers a larger boundary that extends beyond the study
area in order to identify opportunities to establish or improve connections throughout
the market and towards the surrounding neighbourhoods. They will be included on this
document as additional recommendation.
The development of the masterplan was advanced through four phases:

PHASE 1- WHAT’S GOING ON

In this phase we reviewed and organizeed all the background information that was
pertinent to Kensington Market. We checked any background material relative to City
planning and infrastructure in and within the surrounding areas and compared this to
all the equivalent information related to the market itself. We have also reviewed and
assessed the existing conditions at different scales, and create an inventory of existing
landmarks, public realm elements such as lighting, seating, landscaping, etc.

PHASE 2- WHAT’S NEXT (VISION, GUIDING
PRINCIPLES & DESIGN)

In this phase we established the vision and guiding principles, developed design
strategies, evaluated alternative designs, used precedents to illustrate possible solutions
and their impacts in similar scenarios. We worked with the community to outline
solutions that will be beneficial to all.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
PHASE 3- HOW DO WE GET THERE (MASTERPLAN)
In this phase, we produced a draft of the Masterplan. We developed it by creating plans,
concept drawings, images and a high-level class D cost estimate. We’ll visualized the
principles and strategies of the masterplan that will guide the future changes to make
the public realm better, more functional, safer and more inviting and enjoyable for all,
while preserving its unique character.

PHASE 4- WHERE DO WE START?

In this phase made the final adjustments, finalized the Masterplan and generated an
implementation strategy conceived from the macro to the micro for which we have long,
medium and short-term goals outlined. At the end of this phase, we organized an open
house where the Masterplan was formally presented to the public.

Vision for Kensington Market
Kensington Market is one of the most culturally diverse neighbourhoods in Toronto.
Throughout its rich history, Kensington has always been a neighbourhood of beginnings,
each beginning adding a new colour to the market’s rich palette. From a residential
enclave for British and Irish immigrants, to a street curb market that catered to the
demands of a growing Jewish community, to a melting pot of people from a myriad of
diverse cultural and social backgrounds that today come together to live, work, and
enjoy the neighbourhood’s amenities and ‘local colour’.
But no neighbourhood is an island. In recent years, homogenization, standardization
and commercialization are menacing the market’s diversity, and organic development.
Threatening the existence of the market as a market. Apart from growing concerns
such as waste management, poor pedestrian lighting, a depleting green canopy, the
pressures on its independent grocers, affordability, a lack of environmentally conscious
strategies, the negotiation between pedestrians, trucks, cars and bicycles which
happens organically but is becoming unsafe, and inadequate, etc.
All these factors have been affecting the market’s functioning and threatening its
survival as a unique place in the city. The actions and resistance from the community
alone is no longer enough, and the market is finding itself in need of a larger vision, one
that involves a combination of design and protective policies that can help preserve its
defining character and atmosphere.
The purpose of the KMBIA Public Realm Masterplan is to serve as a tool to provide
a comprehensive long-term vision for Kensington Market’s Public Realm that works
to mitigate some of the above-mentioned threats and challenges. It aims to provide
guidance and allow for change to happen in a direction that is appropriate for
Kensington Market’s unique character and circumstances.

Cultural Heritage and Background Information
Kensington Market is an integral part of Toronto’s history. Its walls, streets and public
spaces are a palimpsest, layering the different origins, cultures, artistic sensibilities and
history of the people that, over time, have inhabited its spaces and collectively shaped
and determined its character.
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By fighting back as an organized community, Kensington has managed to resist the
pressures from an array of external forces that have threatened the market. Today,
organizations such as Friends of Kensington Market, the Kensington Market Action
Committee, the Kensington Residents Association, and the Kensington Market Land
Trust are only a few of the many associations that organize to protect the market by
representing the community and its interests. Nevertheless, and to further defend the
Market’s character and values, a series of measures and policies have been put in place
to provide additional protection.
In 2006, Kensington Market received a National Historic Site of Canada designation, a

Policy Statement (PPS).
The HCD Study report was endorsed by the Toronto Preservation Board in September
2017 with the recommendation to proceed with developing an HCD Plan for the
Kensington Market HCD.
The HCD planning phase will be initiated in early 2019.
In the summer of 2018, City Council enacted the Kensington Market Heritage
Conservation District Study Area By-law, in order to prohibit the demolition or removal
of any buildings or structures on commercial and mixed-use properties within the Study
Area for a period of one year.

recognition from the Federal government for national sites of ‘historic significance’.

The City of Toronto’s Official Plan – October 2016 - identifies Kensington
Market as site that “requires special policies. These policies generally reflect
unique historic conditions for approval that must be recognized for specific
development sites or provide a further layer of local policy direction for an
area.”
In the case of the Market, “any public or private developments and works
should be consistent with the special characteristics of the area, including:
a) low scale buildings with retail at grade;
b) minimal setbacks; and
c) open air display of goods on the boulevard.”(1)
The Kensington Market Heritage Conservation District Study (HCD Study) was
commissioned by the City of Toronto in December 2015 and carried out between March
2016 and May 2017. The purpose of the study was to analyze and understand the
market’s history, evolution, character, physical built-form, public realm and urban fabric
in order to determine if the study area would warrant designation as an HCD. The study
area extended from College Street to Dundas Street West and from Bathurst Street
to Spadina Avenue. Because of its special character and intertwined urban fabric of
buildings, public spaces, laneways, and uses, it was also proposed that the district should
be considered a cultural heritage landscape based on the definition in the Provincial
HCD Boundary
BIA Boundary

(1) The City of Toronto’s Official Plan – October 2016, Chapter 7
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3.0 URBAN SETTING
Kensington market is one of the most distinct neighbourhoods in the city. Located
in downtown Toronto, it is within walking distance to many, vibrant commercial,
institutional and residential areas. To the west, north-west and north, Kensington
borders with Palmerston and Harbord Village, two traditional residential
neighbourhoods primarily made up of low-rise, single family dwellings. Towards the
north-east is the University of Toronto, one of Canada’s largest and most important
universities. Directly east of the Market and along Spadina Avenue, Kensington borders
with Chinatown, a vibrant commercial “character area” dominated by restaurants and
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stores of Chinese origin. Like Kensington, Chinatown is another example where ‘informal
economies’ manifest in a variety of ways. To the South is Alexandra Park, a rich and
culturally-diverse residential neighbourhood consisting of private and public single-family
and multi-family dwelling units. This neighbourhood is currently going through a major
revitalization project spearheaded by The Toronto Community Housing Corporation
(TCHC.) See new developments section.

SPADINA AVE.

BATHURST ST.

KENSINGTON MARKET
BIA Boundary
HCD Boundary

Surrounding Streets
The 4 main streets and avenues surrounding Kensington Market are considered major
commercial and transportation thoroughfares on which four of the most important
streetcar lines from the Toronto Transit Commission (TTC) operate year-round. These
streets and avenues are an important part of the larger, City-wide grid framework that
links the Market to the greater context of the City. Each of these streets and avenues
have unique and specific characteristics that contribute to the function and character of
the community.

DUNDAS ST.W

583 Dundas St W ‐ Google Maps

h�ps://www.google.com/maps/place/Augusta+Ave+&+Dundas+St+W,+Toronto,+ON+M5T+1H6/@43.6522463,‐79.4010913,3a,89.5y,342.37h,93.53t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1s4cTMQ5‐QqjN8XTD3QlaJOg!2e0!7i1...
547 Dundas St W ‐ Google Maps

h�ps://www.google.com/maps/place/Kensington+Ave+&+Dundas+St+W,+Toronto,+ON+M5T+1H4/@43.6525239,‐79.3998144,3a,90y,338.57h,87.46t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sRxb1__L_HrJr5dOlhO9nJg!2e0!7i1...

Dundas Street West

Dundas Street West is a major east-west thoroughfare located south of Kensington
Market and north of Alexandra Park (see new developments section.) The TTC’s 505
streetcar provides a major public transportation connection to the rest of the City.
Currently, Dundas St. W. is a commercially diverse street with a variety of vintage stores,
restaurants and art galleries. Two major intersections define the south-west and southeast boundaries of Kensington Market. One at Bathurst Street where Toronto Western, a
major medical and research hospital is located, and the other at Spadina Avenue which is
at the heart of Chinatown.

DUNDAS ST. W

1 of 7

02/10/2018, 10:30 a.m.

KENSINGTON

1 of 8

Dundas St. W and Kensington Ave.
AUGUSTA AVE.

Dundas St. W and Augusta Ave.

02/10/2018, 10:27 a.m.

DUNDAS ST. W

Dundas St. W looking east
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Bathurst Street

College Street

At the west, Kensington Market borders with Bathurst St., a north-south thoroughfare of
semi-industrial nature. Bathurst St. used to be the heart of the Jewish community that
extended from Kensington Market. Now, a mixed-use street with no particular flavour, it
mostly acts as a transportation corridor where the TTC’s 511 streetcar operates. Bathurst
St. is undergoing major changes in the form of new development that include a mid-rise,
mixed use medical-office building at the west end of Nassau Street.

College Street is also an important east-west thoroughfare defining the north end of
Kensington Market. It is characterized by mid-rise buildings with a mix of commercial
uses along the ground floors and residential or office uses on the top floors. The TTC’s
506 streetcar operates along this major corridor connecting to the west with Little Italy,
an originally predominantly Italian community, and to the downtown core to the east.
College street has also been going through changes, mainly from the development and
construction of high-rise rental apartment and condominium buildings.

KENSINGTON MARKET
BIA Boundary
HCD Boundary

College St. and Spadina Ave.

College St. and Augusta Ave.

BATHURST ST.

COLLEGE ST.

DUNDAS ST.W

KENSINGTON MARKET
BIA Boundary
HCD Boundary
Nassau Ave and Bathurst St.
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Spadina Ave ‐ Google Maps

h�ps://www.google.com/maps/place/Spadina+Ave+&+College+St,+Toronto,+ON/@43.6580679,‐79.4001905,3a,90y,212.2h,88.09t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sgEM761TuPU73WdcQoZemdg!2e0!7i13312!8i6656!4...
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Spadina Ave ‐ Google Maps

h�ps://www.google.com/maps/place/Spadina+Ave+&+Nassau+St,+Toronto,+ON/@43.6559,‐79.3990524,3a,75y,253.69h,90t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1s6MmHuh‐xPWxc60I‐bU2Mfg!2e0!7i13312!8i6656!4m5!3m4...

1 of 4

02/10/2018, 10:15 a.m.

NASSAU ST.
Spadina Ave ‐ Google Maps

SPADINA AVE.

SPADINA AVE

COLLEGE ST.

SPADINA AVE.
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Spadina Avenue

Spadina Avenue is the most important of the four major
streets and avenues surrounding the Market. Running
north-south along the Market’s east end, it serves as
a major transportation thoroughfare that includes
dedicated lanes for the TTC’s 510 streetcar. As previously
stated on this document, this section of Spadina Ave.
is home to Toronto’s Chinatown neighbourhood which,
like Kensington Market, is another example of a special
character area where ‘informal economies’ successfully
manifest in a variety of ways.

h�ps://www.google.com/maps/place/Spadina+Ave+&+Baldwin+St,+Toronto,+ON/@43.65506...

02/10/2018, 10:18 a.m.

BALDWIN

1 of 4

h�ps://www.google.com/maps/place/Spadina+Ave+&+St+Andrew+St,+Toronto,+ON+M5T+1J5/@43.6543898,‐79.3987298,3a,90y,246.45h,102.72t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sK9Gaqml6�E05K3vB7GIng!2e0!7i133...

03/10/2018, 12:28 p.m.

ST. ANDREW

Spadina Ave ‐ Google Maps

1 of 6

SPADINA AVE.

KENSINGTON MARKET
BIA Boundary
HCD Boundary

SPADINA AVE

Spadina Ave ‐ Google Maps

h�ps://www.google.com/maps/place/Spadina+Ave+&+Dundas+St+W,+Toronto,+ON+M5T+1H1/@43.6529445,‐79.3979466,3a,75y,255.71h,96.59t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1siGNlenHFLmAamWRzSdXsTA!2e0!7i1...

02/10/2018, 10:22 a.m.

DUNDAS ST. W

SPADINA AVE.

1 of 5

SPADINA AVE.

Main Entrances
There are many ways to access Kensington Market. Its
rich network of streets and blocks extends outward
making it accessible from all directions. However,
some access points are more prominent than others
either by their geographical location or proximity to an
important use, area, street or transit stop. Four of the
five most prominent entrances are defined by sculptures
created by artists David Hlynsky and Shirley Yanover.
Unfortunately, these beautiful sculptures get lost in the
vast array of visual pollution coming from signage and
lights along the commercial streets surrounding the
Market.
Spadina Avenue and Baldwin Street (To Market, To
Market sculpture)
One of the most important points of access to the Market
happens at Spadina Ave. and Baldwin St. as it connects
into Baldwin St., one of the Market’s most important
commercial streets and is directly located at the edge of
Chinatown. Although technically part of the Chinatown
BIA, and outside the study area, there is an opportunity
here to create a better sense of entrance without
creating a ‘gateway’.

Kensington Market BIA Public Realm Master Plan
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Spadina Avenue and St. Andrew Street (Home Again, Home Again sculpture)
As in the Baldwin St. entrance to the north, the intersection at Spadina Ave. and St.
Andrew St. is located outside the study area and within the Chinatown BIA. Although
St. Andrew St. has a significantly wider R.O.W than Baldwin St., it does not have the
activity, character and importance that Baldwin St. has, making it a less interesting access
point. However, this wide entrance allows the visitors to have a clear and long view into
the Market all the way to Kensington Ave., another important street that defines the
Market and its unique character. For this reason, St. Andrew St. represents an excellent
opportunity to create another inviting entrance from Spadina Ave.

College Street and Augusta Avenue (Piggity Big sculpture)
The intersection at College St. and Augusta Ave. is the market’s main entrance to the
north. As mentioned above, Augusta Ave. is the only thoroughfare interconnecting
the market from north to south. College St. is also an important link to the University
of Toronto’s St. George Campus which brings a fresh influx of students to the Market
during the tough winter months.

Dundas Street West and Kensington Avenue
Dundas St. W. and Kensington Ave. is the only prominent entrance to the market that
is not demarcated with a sculpture. Besides being the Market’s namesake, it provides
direct access to the heart of the Market through one of its most popular, quirky and
representative streets. This intersection is another excellent opportunity to add public
art as well as a distinct access point to the Market.

AUGUSTA AVE.

Dundas Street West and Augusta Avenue (Jiggity Jig sculpture)
The main entrance from the south is at Dundas St. W. and Augusta Ave. as this is the
only commercial connection that crosses the Market in its entirety from north to south.
A proposed future extension of Augusta Ave. all the way south to Queen Street will
enhance its prominence as the Market’s main southern entrance and connection to the
new Alexandra Park redevelopment.

COLLEGE ST.

Augusta Avenue, looking north

College Street and Augusta Avenue, looking south-east

Bathurst Street and Nassau Street
Although not considered ‘a main entrance’ to the Market, the intersection at Bathurst
St. and Nassau St., is worth mentioning. Its prominence is diminished by the presence of
Toronto Western Hospital and the fact that the western portion of Nassau St. is strictly
residential. Although this condition physically screens the market from Bathurst St., the
fact that its the market’s main and only direct access from Bathurst St. makes it worth
considering as another potential opportunity to acknowledge the Market from the
west.
Dundas Street W. and Augusta Avenue
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Parks, Recreation and Cultural Context

Future & New Developments

Kensington Market is within walking distance to community centres, parks, amenities
and cultural institutions. Among them, the Toronto Public Library’s Sanderson Library,
the Scadding Court Community Centre and Alexandra Park to the south and, Grange
Park, the Art Gallery of Ontario (AGO) and OCAD University to the south-east. Towards
the north-east, its in close proximity to the University of Toronto’s St. George Campus,
which, as stated above, brings an important number of students that shop, eat and live
in the market during the winter months.

Toronto is currently one of the most vibrant cities in North America, recognized
internationally as a business hub and considered internally as ‘the financial capital’ of
Canada. Toronto has become the first choice for immigrants in Canada, accounting for
more than 50% of its population, in search of employment, a better standard of living,
investment, etc. As a consequence, in recent years, it has experienced an accelerated
grow/urbanization due to intense public investment in infrastructure as well as private
developments. This Renaissance that has been extremely positive for the city as a
whole, has also increased the pressure of development in and around sensitive areas
such as Kensington Market threatening their existence.
Nevertheless, some of these developments may present an opportunity for improved
and better connections between the Market and its surrounding communities creating
mutual benefits.

10
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An important redevelopment taking
place in the City is happening
directly south of the Market.

W
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K

The Alexandra Park
Revitalization is an 18-acre,

SECOND MILE CLUB
COMM.CENTRE

5m

two-phase, 15-year project that
includes the replacement of all 333
of its townhouses and renovation of
its 473 apartment units, the addition
of 1,540 condominiums market units
and townhouses, as well as a new
public park, basketball courts, larger
community centre, social incubator &
retail space.

in

.W
AL

K
CECIL
COMM.CENTRE

KENSINGTON MARKET
ACTION COMM.CENTRE

SCADDING COURT
COMM.CENTRE

ALEXANDRA
PARK

ALEXANDRA PARK
COMM.CENTRE
TORONTO
COMM.& CULTURE
CENTRE

GRANGE
PARK

Alexandra Park Revitalization (Phasing
Plan)
Toronto Community Housing
Development Partner: Tridel – Phase 1
and 2
Architect: Levitt Goodman (rental town

ST. FELIX CENTRE
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One of the major urban moves being
proposed by the re-development proposes
extending Augusta Ave. from Queen St.
W. to Dundas St. W. This will have a direct
impact on Kensington Market as it will
increase the pedestrian traffic influx that
will eat and shop at the market year-round.
It is an excellent opportunity to generate
dialogue and possible collaborations
between these two communities.

C
B

1

2

D

Alexandra Park Revitalization (Model)
Toronto Community Housing

Another project that could foster possible collaborations and enrich the Kensington
Market community is the potential re-development of the Scadding

Court

Community Centre / Sanderson Library at the corner of Dundas St.
W and Bathurst St. (707 Dundas St. W). Like the Alexandra Park Re-vitalization, this
re-development will include a mix of market and residential units with retail and an
improved community centre and Library.

3
E
A

Scale: 1:5000

New
developments
1-297 College
2-245-255 College
3-270 Spadina
Architecture and Images by LGA Architectural Partners

Final Report

Future developments
A-Alexandra Park Revitalization
B-333 College
C-484 Spadina
D-420 Bathurst Street (Bathurst-College Centre)
E-707 Dundas St. W. (Scadding Comm. Ctre Re-development)
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Other developments in the area:
New Developments

Future Developments

420 Bathurst Street

297 College

Bathurst College Centre: a 4-storey commercial
development containing 80,000 ft2 of retail space
and 70,000 ft2 of office space

A 15-storey mixed-use condo development attached
to City Market .

Development: RioCan
Architect: Turner Fleischer Architects

333 College

An 11-storeys condominium with a 4-storey
podium along College St.

245-255 College

25-storey student residence.

Development: Urbacon, BRL Realty
(Bresler)

484 Spadina

An 15-storey, rental building containing 167 units
along Spadina Ave.

270 Spadina

A 10-storey mixed-use development

Development: Fitzrovia Real Estate Inc.
Architect: Kirkor Architects.
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4.0 PUBLIC REALM
Traditionally the public realm is the meeting place, the place for social mixing and
cultural interaction. It’s the space for democratic manifestation, for celebration, for
recreation. It’s the space where everyone comes together as equals, the space where
the life of the city develops. Cities with good public realms have a stronger sense of
community and inclusiveness.
Kensington Market has always been a testing ground for new and unusual ways of using
the public realm, extending building activities to the streets and sidewalks, and the
street and sidewalk activities into the inner blocks, alleys and other interstitial spaces.
The people of Kensington have found creative ways to address their needs by redefining
the public space, built-form and uses beyond the established norms by implementing
the know-how that they brought with them. It is the way they use and the way they
have appropriated the public space what gives it its unique character.
The market itself was born from an unorthodox way of using a residential
neighbourhood for commercial functions, extending beyond their property lines into
the public space to sell groceries, dry goods and live animals, evolving into the market
we know today.

Kensington Market BIA Public Realm Master Plan
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Ground Floors & Streets Uses
Primary Commercial Streets

Kensington Market has three main, commercial thoroughfares, Augusta Ave., Baldwin
St., and Kensington Ave. A small portion of Nassau St. (west of Augusta Ave.) also serves
as a commercial strip. It is within these streets that the Market exists as a market. It is
important to note that the upper stories of the buildings delineating these streets has a
mix of uses that range from residential to offices and art studios.

Augusta Avenue:

With an approximate Right of Way (ROW) of 20m., Augusta
Ave. is the main north-south commercial spine of Kensington Market, except for a
few residential units facing the park, the whole street thrives with stores, restaurants
and bars. Over time its uses have extended to the public realm in the form of patios,
informal vendors and produce stalls. Some of these extensions have evolved into
enclosed extensions of the houses/businesses they serve. This is particularly evident at

PLAN VIEW / Augusta Ave. (South of Baldwin), NTS

Plan of Uses highlighting main commercial streets, NTS

SECTION / Augusta Ave. (South of Baldwin), NTS
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the corners where prominent extensions act as markers, delineating each intersection.
But this action has slowly taken space from the public realm which, combined with
street furnishings, truck deliveries and illegal parking at both sides of the street, make
the negotiation between pedestrians, bicycles, cars and trucks difficult and unsafe. The
appropriation of the public space has also contributed to the reduction of trees and the
depletion of the Market’s green canopy.

Augusta Ave. at Baldwin

Baldwin Street: Considered by many to be the heart of the Market, Baldwin St. is

the main entrance to the Market from the east and the only street to physically connect
with both Kensington Ave. and Augusta Ave. With a narrower 12m ROW, Baldwin St.
has a more intimate scale but no possibilities of widening the sidewalks. Animated
by a variety of commercial ground floor uses that vary from fresh produce and meat
vendors, to ethnic stores, restaurants and bakeries, it is probably the more ‘market-like’
street in Kensington Market.

Augusta Ave. at Nassau St.

PLAN VIEW / Baldwin Street, NTS

Augusta Ave. at Baldwin St.
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Towards the east end of Baldwin St., the predominantly low-rise intimate character of
the street changes to a slightly larger mid-rise scale defined by the Kensington Market
residential lofts to the north and a Toronto Parking Authority ‘Green P’ parking garage.
As in Augusta Ave., the upper floors along Baldwin St. have a mix of uses that include
residences and offices

yard gardens - now used to display merchandise and quirky memorabilia - keeping the
trees and landscaping. This makes it very attractive as it maintains a ‘residential’ scale,
style and quality that includes mature trees and fresh, shaded areas.
The type of businesses also vary from north to south with more fresh produce, food

Baldwin Street, Looking West

PLAN VIEW / Kensington Ave. (North of St. Andrew St.),

Baldwin Street, Looking East

Baldwin Street, Looking East

Kensington Avenue: Kensington Avenue, the Market’s namesake, is one of the
most recognizable and picturesque streets on the market. Its character, and width varies
north and south of St. Andrew Street. Although it is a commercial street all along, in the
north there are no patios and no trees due to a narrow 12m ROW, while in the south,
with a wider 20m. ROW, many of the houses have preserved the original residential front
SECTION / Kensington Ave. (North of St. Andrew
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vendors and restaurants north of St. Andrew St. and a variety of colourful and eclectic
businesses selling vintage clothes or offering more traditional services such as cobblers,
barbers and tattoo artists all the way south to Dundas St. W.

PLAN VIEW / Kensington Ave. (South of St. Andrew St.,

Kensington Ave. North of St. Andrew Street

SECTION / Kensington Ave. (South of St. Andrew

Kensington Ave. South of St. Andrew Street
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Secondary Commercial Streets

St. Andrew Street: Although not as successful and known as the other commercial
streets in the Market, St. Andrew Street connects Spadina Ave. and Chinatown to
Kensington Ave. It has a grander proportion partially because its 20m. ROW has, for
the most part, not been encroached upon and its overall length is only approximately
35m. making it the shortest street in the study area. Closer to Kensington Ave. the
street width narrows from 9m to 7m and the ROW is encroached upon by both corner
properties, giving it a more ‘Kensington-like’ scale. As it gets closer to Spadina Ave.
building typologies change to taller and larger footprints that change the scale to a more
traditional Toronto street. Highlights include the Anshei Minsk Synagogue, one of the
market’s 2 remaining synagogues and listed by the City of Toronto’s Heritage Register.

PLAN VIEW / St. Andrew Street, NTS

SECTION / St. Andrew Street., NTS

Plan of Uses highlighting main residential streets, NTS

Final Report

Nassau Street: Nassau St. is the only residential street that has a commercial
component extending from Augusta Ave. to Bellevue Ave. Unlike Kensington Ave.
which is predominantly commercial, Nassau St. has a mix of single-family homes
and commercial businesses operating out of former houses. It has a 20m. ROW that
maintains a light tree canopy throughout.
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Residential Streets

Although the market is commonly known by its commercial activity, it has a very
extensive and important residential community. As previously mentioned in this
document, many of the upper storeys along most commercial streets have residential
uses. But besides those mixed-use areas, there are several strictly residential streets
that fall within the study area. Bellevue Avenue, Nassau Street, Oxford Street, Denison
Square, Wales Avenue and Leonard Ave. either completely or partially fall within the
study area.

Oxford Street: Oxford Street is the northern-most east-west residential street on

the Market. The extension of Oxford St. that’s encompassed in the study area extends
form the alley behind the properties facing Spadina Ave. to the alley behind the
properties along Bellevue Ave. A predominantly low scale 2-3 storey detached, semi
detached and rowhouse building typology frames a 20-metre ROW that includes treed
and landscaped front yards. The most important intersection within the study area is
at Augusta Ave. where businesses extend along the sides of the buildings on Oxford St.
creating a unique opportunity for urban interventions that address loading and noise
issues. Another notable feature along Oxford St. is Sonya’s Park which located at 63
Oxford St. A description of this park can be found on the Parks and Open Spaces section
of this document.

St. Andrew Street, Looking West

St. Andrew Street, Looking West

St. Andrew Street, Looking NorthEast
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St. Andrew Street, Looking NorthWest

Oxford Ave at Augusta, Looking East
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Nassau Street: As previously mentioned in this document, Nassau St. is the

only east-west street that completely crosses the market in its entirety connecting
from Spadina Ave. to the east to Bathurst St. to the west. Although predominantly
residential in character, and with a 20-metre ROW, Nassau St. is one of the most
diverse streets in the Market when it comes to urban form, scale and uses. Towards
the east end at Spadina Ave., it starts as a residential street bordered by the mid-rise
Kensington Market Lofts to the south and low-rise houses to the north. The scale drops
to the typical Toronto 2-3 storey house typology and maintains a healthy residential
character until it changes to a commercial use as it nears the intersection at Augusta
Ave. West of Augusta Ave., and as previously described on this document, it becomes
a mixed-use commercial-residential low-rise street all the way to Bellevue Ave. where
it changes back to residential but with a very different character defined by the parking
facilities at Leonard Ave. and the service access areas of the high-rise hospital building
at Bathurst St.

Bellevue Avenue: Bellevue Ave. is the longest north-south residential street in the

Market. The area within the study area starts just north of Nassau St. and extends all
the way down to Bellevue Square Park and Wales Ave. With a 20-metre ROW, Bellevue
Ave. has a similar residential character to Oxford St. with the highlight of having a bicycle

PLAN VIEW / Bellevue Avenue, north of Denison, NTS

Nassau Street at Augusta, Looking East

Leonard Avenue: Except for a mid-rise residential building and a few houses near
Wales Ave., Leonard Ave. is a street that serves as the rear entrance to the hospital.
Although it has ROW of 18 meters and a few landscaped seating areas, the hospital’s
high-rise scale and predominantly blind street-walls make it an unpleasant and sterile
pedestrian street.

SECTION / Bellevue Avenue, NTS
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route – dedicated north-bound lane and shared south-bound. Another element to
consider on Bellevue Ave. is the higher than normal traffic flows created by the ‘Green
P’ parking lot at 35 Bellevue Ave. which is described in more detail on the Access and
Parking section of this document.

Bellevue Avenue, North of Denison, looking north

PLAN VIEW / Bellevue Avenue, North of Denison at Parking Lot,

Bellevue Avenue, South of Denison, looking south
PARKING

SECTION / Bellevue Avenue, North of Denison, at Parking Lot,
NTS
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Wales Avenue: Wales Ave. is another street that varies in character on a block-by-

block basis. It has a 20-metre ROW that extends from Augusta Ave. at the east to Carlyle
Street at the west end. It changes from a relatively quiet but active residential park

environment south of Bellevue Square Park to a strictly residential street west of Denison
Ave. to a larger-scale public realm demarcated by the Toronto Western Hospital’s
chimney stack.
Denison Square, Bellevue Avenue, Wales Avenue and Augusta Avenue are the four
streets that define Bellevue Square Park. All four streets have relatively consistent
low-rise 2-3 storey building heights with Victorian and early 20th century residential
vernacular houses dominating the northern, western and southern periphery and a
group of very eclectic, modified typologies along the commercial east and north-east.
Augusta Ave. is the most active, commercial segment of the park. To the north-east,
Denison Square starts as a commercial street but quickly transitions to a residential style
in front of the park’s playground, ending with the The Kiever Synagogue at the corner.
The synagogue is an architectural landmark within the study area.

Parks and Open Spaces
There are two parks in Kensington Market: Bellevue Square Park and Sonya’s Park
Bellevue Square Park is a recently-renovated neighbourhood park, under a half a hectare
in size, featuring a series of active and passive activities such as benches, accessible
washrooms, kid’s splash pad and playgrounds. It also features a life-size bronze sculpture
PLAN VIEW / Wales Avenue, NTS

SECTION / Wales Avenue, NTS

Plan of Uses highlighting the Parks, NTS
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Art
of the “King of Kensington” Al Waxman, an actor and director who was immortalized by
his role in the eponymous television series.
Bellevue Square Park acts as a successful buffer between the intense commercial
activity along Augusta Ave. and the residences along the other three streets that
surround the park (Bellevue Ave., Denison St. and Wales Ave.), becoming a green area
for relatively quiet relaxation for both visitors and residents.

Art is an essential component of Kensington Market and an important part of the
Market’s charm and public realm. From commissioned murals and sculptures to
spontaneous expressions of street art, and performances, art contributes to the market’s
character and colourful environment, providing a stronger sense of place and identity for
the community. Its walls are a palimpsest containing the history of the different artistic
expressions that, over time, have taken place within the Market; many of which have
been undertaken by local artists that live and, or work in the Market.

Located at 63 Oxford St., Sonya’s Park is a ‘pocket park’. With a more intimate scale, and
separated from the market activities, it is intended for the use and social gatherings of
the local residents. Nevertheless, although local artists have been commissioned by the
City of Toronto and the Kensington Market BIA to embellish its walls with murals that
tell the history of the market, the park is in poor conditions and uninviting. Due to these
reasons it’s under used.
In a similar way to Bellevue Square Park, but at a different scale, Sonya’s park acts as a
buffer between the commercial and residential portion of Oxford St.
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5.0 SPECIAL CONDITIONS
Toronto Western Hospital
As part of the University Health Network (UHN) the Toronto Western Hospital is a
research and teaching facility as well as a not-for-profit organization. Located at the
intersection of Dundas St. W and Bathurst St. this large structure acts as a barrier to
Kensington Market. But, at the same time, it treats and employs a great number of
people, many of which come to the market for services such as groceries, food and
parking. This makes it an important anchor at the south-west edge of Kensington
Market.

Kensington Market ‐ Google Maps

Currently, its massive presence and minimal streetscapes do not create an ideal
pedestrian friendly scale or environment. This translates to opportunities for
improvement and renewal that prioritize pedestrian aspects of the public space.
Improvements around the Hospital such as better greenery and sitting areas would
benefit the hospital’s patients
and workers by creating an inviting, human-centric
h�ps://www.google.com/maps/place/Kensington+Market,+Toronto,+...
environment that would contribute to their health and well-being. Such improvements,
particularly along Nassau St., could also benefit the Market by creating a better access
from the west end.

Toronto Western Hospital, Aerial View
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Laneways and Inner-blocks
Laneways and inner-blocks are one of the most important and unique aspects of the
Market’s public realm.
Public laneways are generally spaces designed for parking and service access, but in
Kensington Market they are an extension of the public realm. Either for commercial or
residential use, public laneways in Kensington market are places for art and culture, for
self artistic expressions that over the years have become one of the main attractions for
locals and visitors alike.
Some private laneways and inner-blocks have also been programmed as places for
temporary activities such as art, food and goods markets in the summer. With proper

planning potential inner block connections could link private and public laneways
and inner blocks throughout the market. They could become better community
spaces and serve as expansions of local businesses. They could also serve as spaces
for community building and placemaking. With little investment residents and artist
could re imagine this portion of the public realm.

Kensington Market Plan of Laneways
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KENSINGTON MARKET
BIA Boundary
HCD Boundary

Kensington Market Flea Market
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6.0 ACCESS, PARKING,
LOADING & GARBAGE
Access and Parking
Kensington Market is a place that’s easy to access from anywhere in the City. It is
well served by public transportation, vehicular thoroughfares and has two large
parking facilities within its boundaries. Additionally, its pedestrian and bicycle-friendly
environment make it an ideal multi-modal destination for all.
As previously mentioned on this document, it is served by the TTC’s 510 Spadina
Streetcar; the 511 Bathurst Streetcar; the 505 Dundas Streetcar, and the 506 College
Streetcar.

Winter Parking (North Side)
Summer Parking (South Side)

Parking Permitted

Parking Lot
Parking Garage
Parking Not Permitted
or Loading Area

Kensington Market Parking Plan
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Street parking is generally permitted on one side of the street, in almost all of the
Market’s residential and commercial streets (see plan.) Nevertheless, these regulations
are not always respected as cars and trucks often stop on both sides of the streets, and
even on top of sidewalks creating daily traffic issues and suggesting the need for better
design and policy.

The Toronto Parking Authority owns and manages two large ‘Green P’ parking facilities
within the Market’s study area. The 420-stall Kensington Market Garage’s structural
parking building at 20 St. Andrew St. (also accessible from Baldwin St.) and the 91-stall
surface parking lot at 35 Bellevue Ave. Both facilities play an important role in providing
affordable parking to Market and Toronto Western Hospital’s visitors.

Garbage & Loading
Garbage

Untitled Map

Legend
35 Bellevue Ave

Write a description for your map.

St. Andrew St. looking east towards Spadina

The 35 Bellevue Ave. lot is of special interest as it is a large site that could house
potential future development. Organizations such as the Kensington Market Land Trust
have been working with the community and local councillor to come up with ideas for a
development that includes affordable housing and other market-friendly programming.

By nature, markets produce a grater amount of garbage than other areas of the city. In
Kensington Market the combination of grocers, along with an abundance of bars and
restaurants, produces a larger that average amount of waste; particularly organic waste.
Since Kensington Market was designed to be a residential neighbourhood that evolved
into a market, its street and lanes were never intended for business uses. Garbage
gets accumulated very quickly and in very tight areas, making it difficult to store and
be disposed of. This is intensified in mix-use streets such as Augusta Ave. and Baldwin
St., where generally there are businesses at grade and residential or office uses on the
upper floors, all with different garbage production rates, storage, pick-up strategies and
schedules.
Waste is one of the biggest contributors to the visual pollution of the market that, in
addition to being a potential health hazard, becomes an additional obstruction that
further reduces the pedestrian realm on collection days. A recurrent issue that has
found no suitable solution yet.
Loading

Loading and unloading are an essential part of the market’s day-to-day operations.
From the merchandise and products being delivered daily to the numerous stores,
bars and restaurants, to the many produce and goods leaving the market to different
city restaurants and establishments, loading and unloading is an activity that happens
regularly within the study area.
As previously mentioned, the market’s streets and lanes were not intended for
business, making tasks like loading and unloading a daily challenge within the study
area. Although there are a few designated loading areas along some of the market’s
streets, they are sparse. As a result, deliveries happen everywhere and at any time
affecting traffic, obstructing pedestrian flow, causing friction between mix-use and
residential areas.

Aerial view of 35 Bellevue parking

N

➤
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7.0 CONSULTATION
What we’ve seen and heard
In early consultation participants identified a series of factors that where positive and
negative in their experience of the market (see appendix A).
Among the positive: ‘a sense of community”, “a relaxed atmosphere” and “a place
where everyone feels welcome and at home (diversity of people and shops”, were
identified. The precariousness of the construction and the spontaneous art interventions
contributed to ‘the homey’ feeling. The Market was identified as one of the few
neighbourhoods with a strong visual identity where diversity was felt in the look of the
colourful built form, the food (variety of ethnic groups) and in the way the public and
private space are shared.

Bellevue Park on pedestrian Sunday

Augusta Ave.

Among the negatives, largely, it was pedestrian discomfort. Expressed through the
tense and unsafe relationship between pedestrians, cars and cyclists; poor sidewalk
accessibility; and safety at nights. Additionally, although the market is very active and the
streets and sidewalks are busy, the participants identified the lack of public spaces, sitting
areas, greenery and poor lighting as contributors to pedestrian discomfort.

Augusta Ave. / Traffic and deliveries
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8.0 VISION &
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Guiding Principles
The KMBIA Public Realm Masterplan aims to provide a community-driven framework
that allows for change to happen in a direction that is appropriate for Kensington
Market’s unique character and circumstances and one that prioritizes equity and
inclusion.
We have come up with eight guiding principles as the foundation of the
framework. These principles are not only guiding the design but also other components
to improve the public space for the benefit of the community. They comprise the
essential characteristics of the framework and, as such, reflect the design purpose.

1“Keep the Market as a market”

Kensington Market is not just a name; it embodies the character of the area. Kensington
has always functioned as a market to buy food/groceries. Acknowledging, maintaining
and reinforcing this function is essential. There is no Kensington Market without a
market.

2 A Market for everyone

Maintain and promote respect and acceptance through social interaction on a public
realm that is democratic and accepting of people of all ages, abilities and societal
backgrounds by designing and programming public spaces to be inclusive and healthy,
and by improving the overall quality, accessibility, mobility and safety of a place where
everyone is equal.

3 Engage the community on the design and implementation process to create a sense
of ownership and belonging, promote participation and social cohesion.
The people of Kensington– residents, businesses and visitors-have played a big role
in defining Kensington’s unique character and organic development. It is therefore
essential to include the people and their experiences in shaping the market’s future
by engaging the community on the actual design and planning process through public
consultation, surveying and small testing projects that will inform the larger decisions.
In this way, planning and working together with the community will create a sense of
ownership and belonging over shared public spaces.
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Three Distinct Areas
4 Integrate the Arts

to improve the quality of the public space, build opportunities for creative expression,
experiences and community dialogue
Art is an integral part of Kensington and one of the qualities that contributes to its
charm and atmosphere. Art can be used as a tool to engage the community in producing
positive change, as a catalyst for the development of ideas, and to initiate public
dialogue. Art is not to be restricted to murals or sculptures, but extended to the various
elements of the streetscape such as canopies, lighting, furnishings, etc.

5

Strengthen the relationship between the Market’s commercial and residential
communities

Generally, the streetscape design of an area tries to create a uniform and coherent
image that visually unifies and provides a recognizable identity that is unique to that
area. This is done through the uniform use of lighting, site furnishings, equally spaced
trees, etc.
This is neither feasible not desirable in Kensington Market where the existing site
conditions are irregular, and the general identity is based on difference. With that
in mind, three areas with a distinctive ‘look and feel’ have been identified within the
Market’s commercial zones. Each of these areas are linked to specific typologies, uses
and/or activities that dominate their public realm and allow for proposals that align
with their unique character.

6 Foster collaborations with organizations inside and outside the Market

Work together with organizations inside and outside the market, in conjunction with
the community, to find opportunities for creative and social-innovative solutions for the
market’s spaces.

7 Activate the Market year-round

Kensington is well known for its food, eclectic stores, bars and restaurants. Nevertheless,
it is also home to many residents. In the past, this relationship was more apparent
as business owners were also market residents. However, over time, many business
owners have sold their business and/or moved to a different residential location. As
new types of businesses open up in the market, it is not uncommon to hear about noise
complaints due to excess activity, particularly at night, in key threshold areas that overlap
commercial and residential zones. Design can be used to address some of the key
concerns between these two groups.

8

Celebrate the Market: its cultural heritage, diversity and unique atmosphere
Kensington Market has a rich history. From a residential enclave for British and Irish
immigrants, to a street curb market for the Jewish community, to the melting pot of
people from a myriad of diverse cultural and social backgrounds that form the market
that we know today.
Cultural heritage can be used as an inspiration and as a tool to educate the public to
increase the awareness of what makes the market, the market while also understanding
its rich history.

1-Augusta Avenue between College street and Dundas Street W.,
Nassau Street, between Augusta Ave. and Bellevue Ave.
2- Baldwin Street between Augusta Ave. and Spadina Ave., and
south on Kensington Avenue, to St. Andrew Street.
3- Kensington Avenue, from Dundas St. W. to St. Andrew St.
BIA Boundary
HCD Boundary
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1-Augusta Ave. between College St. and Dundas St.W.,
Nassau St., between Augusta Ave. and Bellevue Ave.

2-The ‘T shape’ defined as Baldwin Street between Augusta
Ave. and Spadina Ave., and south on Kensington Ave., to St.
Andrew St.

Augusta Avenue is the commercial spine of the Market. It has the biggest right of way
and is the link between two important neighbourhoods: Harbour Village to the north;
and Alexandra Park at the south end. For this reason, these ends also act as anchors and
‘entrances’ to the market, presenting great opportunity for improvement within the public
realm.

This area is where the ‘market’ functions concentrate, where an abundance of food
vendors have naturally clustered supporting each other’s sales based on proximity and
critical mass. Visitors exercise a routine where the shopping experience consists in
getting products specifically in individual specialty stores: meat, bread, cheese, grains,
fruits, veggies, etc. This critical concentration of food-related businesses gives this area
its character and strength.

Uses are predominantly bars and restaurants, with a mix of stores and produce vendors.
This mix of uses keep the area active during the day as well as during the night, which is
not the same for the rest of the market that closes early in the evening. ‘Night Market’
activities which include after hour bar and restaurant clienteles are a frequent cause for
concern and friction between the residents and business owners as noise extends until the
late hours often disturbing the people who live in the Market.

Baldwin St. has a different character that changes from the west of Kensington Ave.
where the narrowness of the right of way in relationship with the built form creates a
pleasant pedestrian scale that contributes greatly with the intimate market functions.
East of Kensington Ave. the mid-rise condominium building to the north and parking
structure to the south give the street a less intimate feel with more standard glass store
fronts that are, nevertheless, inviting and successful. The intersection at Spadina Ave, is
the main ‘entrance’ from Chinatown and greatly benefits from the busy pedestrian traffic.

Nassau Street, west of Augusta Avenue, is an important extension of the Market where an
interesting mix of commercial and residential uses extend all the way to Bellevue Avenue.
It transitions from the more concentrated commercial activities at Augusta Ave., through
the strong residential character of Bellevue Ave., towards a more sterile setting north of
the Hospital near Bathurst Street. Nassau St., west of Bellevue Ave., is studied separately
on this document.

Baldwin Ave. (West of Kensington Ave.)

Augusta Ave. looking North towards
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Kensington Ave. north of St. Andrew St. looking south, towards Dundas St. W
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3- Kensington Ave., from Dundas St. W. to St. Andrew St.
This area is predominantly “the clothing market”. Vintage, new clothing and accessories
extend from the old colourful houses towards the front yards, adding a multiplicity
of colours to the existing tree canopy, activating the street with a myriad of vendor’s
offerings. This represents of the most unique and picturesque streets in the Market.

St. Andrew St. from Spadina Ave.

Anshei Minsk Synagogue on St.

Nassau Street, between Bellevue Avenue and Bathurst Street.

Kensington Ave. south of St. Andrew St. looking south, towards Dundas St. W

Other Areas
St. Andrew Street
This is one of the least active streets in the Market. The presence of the parking structure’s
south entrance, the relative lack of development and business frontages along the street,
and a poor streetscape design give it a hostile and sterile feel. Nevertheless, the street
presents a good prospect for enhancement due to its direct connection with Chinatown
and its wide right of way which creates an opportunity to enhance an important access to
the market with a strong visual termination point at Kensington Avenue.

Although outside the ‘active’ Market area, Nassau St., west of Bellevue Ave., is the
only street access and connection into the Market from Bathurst St. As previously
mentioned on this document, this area has a sterile, suburban character generated by
the continuous presence of driveways, vehicular parking areas and/or services occurring
along both sides of the street. The tall presence of the Hospital also produces wind
tunnels that contribute to the unfriendly conditions near Bathurst St.
There are opportunities to improve the public realm by repurposing some of these
areas and converting them to green spaces that generate a more pedestrian friendly
environment throughout.
Laneways and Inner Blocks
Laneways and inner-block connections provide a sense of intrigue and discovery. In
Kensington Market some of these spaces are utilized for activities that go beyond their
original utilitarian purpose and provide an additional layer of active extensions of the
Market’s public realm and community.
This document will identify opportunities to further develop some of these laneways,
inner-blocks and private spaces into more permanent extensions of the public realm.

St. Andrew St. looking west
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9.0 MASTERPLAN
Overview

This Masterplan focuses on the community, its people and the improvement of their
overall experience in conjunction with the Market functions and services. It seeks
to improve the interrelation between visitors, residents and workers as they coexist
and interact on a daily basis. It aims to maintain an active, functioning Market with
improved safety, mobility and comfort while reinforcing the unique character of the
neighbourhood.

Strategy

1

To this end, the overall strategy is structured in two categories:

Big Moves (the macro) provides a vision for the long term to channel changes in

the form of big simple infrastructural moves that can adapt to external pressures and
requirements while adjusting to the Market’s unique character and circumstances.
It outlines permanent changes and upgrades to basic municipal infrastructure and creates
opportunities for planned and spontaneous punctual interventions (see 2-the Micro
strategy.)
It also recommends that future plans by the City of Toronto should be coordinated with
other public and private initiatives to accomplish the goals of the masterplan in a more
efficient manner.
To help achieve best practice solutions that address all the above-listed items, a selection
of specific design and programming elements has been created. This ‘tool library’ can be
applied throughout the market area to fit with each area’s specific requirements.
It includes:
-The introduction of Curbless streets to make people a priority and make their
experience safer and more comfortable. Curbless streets provide a flexible space
where all mobility modes are integrated, enabling the street to work as a plaza or paved
yard. They are safer and more comfortable for pedestrians and particularly vulnerable
users. They also encourage placemaking more than traditional streets, in turn, supports
economic activities and promotes a safe, healthy and accessible environment.
These curbless streets will become a unifying design element that will spread throughout
the market’s public realm. Defined by the use of simple materials such as stamped
concrete and unit pavers of different tones and characteristics, tactile warning strips,
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bollards, trench drains and other unobtrusive streetscape elements, the system of curbless
streets will clearly denote the different multimodal circulation patterns and activities
throughout the market. Materials and textures will also be used to clearly denote public
enhancement areas and pedestrian crossings, improve safety, provide a sense of entrance
and slowdown traffic.

- The definition of the Market area.
The distinct paving patterns and strategies described above will help define and distinguish
the market’s commercial areas from its residential streets and neighbours, setting subtle
boundaries for visitors and raising awareness of the adjacent purely residential areas
existing within the community.

Public enhancement areas will provide opportunities for artist or for the BIA and the
different associations to spontaneously activate selected areas of the Market. This
is described in more detail in the ‘Punctual Interventions (the micro)’ section of this
document.

Market St. , Toronto / Image by DTAH

Kensington Market Plan / Proposed Cubless Area
Enhanced paved street
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- A general pursue of decluttering to help minimized the visual pollution and physical
obstructions such as:
- Removal of obsolete poles, damaged furniture, broken parking metres etc.
- Servicing and hydro undergrounding which involves the replacement of current hydro
and other service’s overhead distribution systems with underground trenching. Because
of the cost implications that a move like this would encompass, it would need to be tied
to a potential prospective public capital works initiative. As such it should be kept as an
important future component of the masterplan implementation strategy.

The strategy intent is not to ‘sanitize’ the Market, as clutter is part of its character, but to
remove broken and redundant elements of the streetscape to improve the pedestrian
realm
- Enhance the existing lighting system to improve pedestrian comfort and safety.
-Increase the number of streetlights and pedestrian lights, particularly in areas with
night-time activities, to provide even light distribution, safety and better visibility.
- Potential methods and systems include: a new system of vehicular and pedestrian light
standards specific to the market’s character, additional pedestrian standards or bollard
lighting to compensate demand at high pedestrian traffic areas, additional catenary
lighting in selected areas, exterior building-mounted pedestrian bracket lighting in
selected areas, etc.
-Include supplemental lighting in areas of frequent pedestrian usage.
-Follow municipal guidelines and regulations to minimize light pollution and improve
safety and efficiency.

Final Report

- Implementing an urban tree system to provide trees in strategic location while keeping
the patios and stores functioning.
The coexistence of green and commercial spaces is possible with the use of new
technologies in the form of soil cells, bridge slab systems, storm water management,
passive irrigation, etc.
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- Improve the public waste bin disposal strategy.
- Add additional garbage and recycling bins throughout the Market.

- Create a central collection area to make the municipal waste collection strategy more
efficient.
- Enhanced treatments at intersection. Opportunitues to investigate the possibilities of
‘bumpouts’ or pedestrian enhancement areas at intersections to both facilitate safer
pedestrian crossings, but also as opportunities to increase space for canopy tree planting,
seating, and/or public art. Enhanced treatments and features at intersections also provide
intuitive wayfinding and minor gateway-like experiences. These investigations would have
to start with City Transportation ROW and Engineering Services.
-Incorporation of sustainable features for best practices and longevity. Newly designed
public realm and landscape features must be designed to not only be resilient but also
self-sustaining, with low resource expenditures to minimize long-term maintenance. The
approach is to be creative with simple design, detailing and smart ideas, instead of hightech expensive technologies, to achieve sustainable goals. Some of these methods include:

-Incorporation of historical values and heritage attributes as part of the public realm.
Combine the physical improvement of the Market’s public realm with educational
initiatives in the form of art and design interventions that highlight historical places,
events, and noteworthy people associated with the Market. Local groups, such as
the Kensington Market Historical Society could work with the City to help construct
and maintain the collective memory of the market and build upon the findings of the
Kensington Market Heritage Conservation District Plan. See Additional Recommendations.
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•
selecting a paving palette that is of a high-quality durable material with solar
reflectance to minimize heat-island effect i.e. light-coloured cast-in-place concrete or unit
pavers;
•
supporting the City’s stormwater management quantity and quality; maximizing
pervious surfaces where feasible, including soft landscape and/or permeable paving;
consider sidewalk details that capture surface run-off and direct it to planting or trees to
promote irrigation;
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•

protection of existing trees and green space;

•
ensuring rigorous soil preparation and adequate soil volumes for newly-planted
trees, to promote the long-term establishment and survival of trees, and
•

applying LED lighting to maximize lighting output and longevity.

- Preserving and enhancing the laneways, inner-blocks and private spaces.
As previously mentioned on this document, there are opportunities to further develop
some of the laneways, inner-blocks and private spaces into more permanent extensions of
the public realm by improving their:
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-Physical condition, particularly existing pavement and lighting;
-Programming. Although this already happens spontaneously in Kensington
during local festivals and events, increasing activation with occasional art and
recreational events is crucial to a successful and safe public realm, and
-Naming of the laneways that are currently nameless would create a sense of
place and is an opportunity to incorporate this as a form of art or design. e.g.
adding the naming into the pavement so it becomes an integral part of the place
and not an add on.

The rest of the ‘tool library’ should be applied to this ‘base carpet’ to address each of the
Market area’s specific needs and is explained in the punctual interventions (the micro)
strategies on this document.
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Condensed Overview

‘Enhanced paved street’
and greenery
to invite people to the market
from Bathurst St.

p: 108

A series of small public
spaces along Augusta Ave. to
create spaces for leasure and
social interaction

p: 85

81

Curbless streets to make the market
accessible (see principle #2) and define the
commecial areas of the Market
Proposed Cubless Area
Enhanced paved street

8 Guiding Principles
These principles are not only
guiding the design but also other
components to improve the
public realm for the benefit of the
community.

Art on the parking
structure facades
to create a sense of
place and a sense of
entrance
p: 97

1“Keep the Market as a market;”

Reinforcing the
‘market’ function with
Kiosks on enhanced
pedestrian areas

2 A Market for everyone;
3 Engage the community on the design and
implementation process;

p: 94

4 Integrate the Arts;

Emphasize green
to improve street
comfort

5

Strengthen the relationship between the
Market’s commercial and residential
communities;

p: 98

6 Foster collaborations with organizations inside
and outside the Market;

7 Activate the Market year-round;

A significant public
art piece and
entrance plaza

8

Celebrate the Market: its cultural heritage,
diversity and unique atmosphere.

p: 99
Enhance the existing lighting system to improve
pedestrian comfort and safety
p: 74
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Improve the public waste bin disposal strategy
p: 76

p: 87

Specially paved intersection:
to strengthen the sense of
entrance from the future
Alexandra Park connection
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2

Punctual Interventions (the micro) are small interventions that

capitalize on the opportunities generated by the Big moves (Macro strategy) and
public enhancement areas described above. These punctual interventions provide
opportunities for improvement with constant renewal though physical and/or
spontaneous or programmable activation.

-Activation through Physical improvement:
Improvements done through the betterment of temporary lighting, occasional /seasonal
greenery, temporary seating, art interventions, sound and area buffers, etc.

Design Elements

Programming Elements

Trees

Greenery
(planters, green strips, etc)

B

Art

B

B

Buffer

Loading and unloading
Sitting

B

Green programing
(allotment garden, nursery)

P

P

Parking
Garbage

Pedestrian

P

(Can or Area)

enhancement
areas

B

Social Interaction

Bike Parking

IMPLICIT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Lighting,bollards,paving pattern textures,signage/wayfinding & accessibility

P
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B
Tactics
-Activation through activities and events (Programming):
Offers diverse programming for a variety of audiences (different ages, abilities, cultures)
to capture public interest of and activate space. Kids games, planting activities, cultural
sessions, art activities and installations, etc.

P

The masterplan implements strategies to the three district areas identified on this
document

1

Augusta Avenue between College street and Dundas
Street W.

The design approach for Augusta Ave. involves applying a sequence of significant
moves to create a series of urban events that provide a sense of place and break up the
continuity of the street.

B

Punctual interventions are an opportunity to educate visitors
about being mindful and respectful of the community and its
environment and residents through campaigns such as ‘please
recycle’, ‘do not litter’, ‘be considerate of sleeping residents’, etc.
Specific illustrations of punctual interventions can be found on
the case study examples found on this document.

P
Final Report

•
Public Spaces at the north and south intersections of College St. and Dundas St.
W. better define entrance points to the market.
•
Temporary parking and delivery areas as per plans (see Additional
Recommendations.)
•
A new system of vehicular and pedestrian light standards along the entire street
and additional pedestrian standards on the west side of the street in a staggered
pattern relative to the east side. Bollard lighting to compensate demand at high
pedestrian traffic areas such as entrances and selected open spaces.
•
Add trees to respond to existing conditions. The corner of Augusta Ave. and
Oxford, and Augusta Ave. south of Wales street have been identified as opportunities
for extensive greening.
•
Improve the intersection at Augusta Ave. and Nassau St. in the form of enhanced
zones for additional pedestrian circulation at the west side, and additional greenery to
augment the presence of the Garden Car and Sonya’s Park.
•
Traffic control and/or calming measures by introducing a chicane between
Nassau St. and Oxford St. Public spaces in the form of pedestrian enhanced zones for
additional pedestrian flow, sitting spaces for social interaction, additional greenery,
spontaneous or planned programming activities, bicycle parking and other uses
supportive of market activities.
•
Pedestrian enhancement areas and traffic control and calming measures at the
intersection of Augusta Ave. and Nassau St. No right turn at Nassau St.
•
Public spaces in the form of pedestrian enhanced zones at the west side between
Baldwin St. and Nassau St. for additional pedestrian flow, sitting spaces for social
interaction, additional greenery, spontaneous or planned programming activities,
bicycle parking and other uses supportive of market activities.
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•
Improvements to the intersection of Augusta Ave. and Baldwin St. in the form
of pedestrian enhanced zones for additional pedestrian flow at the south-east corner,
sitting spaces for social interaction and additional greenery along the west end.
•
Improvements to the laneway connecting Augusta Ave. to the surface parking lot
at 25 Bellevue Ave.
•
Public spaces in the form of pedestrian enhanced zones in front of the park for
additional pedestrian flow, sitting spaces for social interaction, additional greenery,
spontaneous or planned programming activities, bicycle parking and other uses
supportive of the area.

•
Trees and/or public art north of Dundas St. W. to provide shade and sound
buffering for the residents living on the upper floors;

Augusta Ave. / Typical Section

•
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Special crossing paving pattern at future 4-way intersection at Augusta Ave. and
Dundas St. W.
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Case Studies
1.1 Intersection of Augusta Ave. and College St.
This location is one of the main ‘entrances’ to the Market collecting the traffic of College
street and a place where spontaneous social gatherings should occur, prompted by the
qualities of the space – existing steps, the bike rack/Kensington sign, a linear planter and
wide sidewalks. This is also a place where a high volume of vehicular traffic intersects with
the pedestrian nature of the Market.
The intention is that by improving the public space (sitting, art, greenery, better lighting)
we can provide a sense of entrance, an art platform and a programmable (spontaneous or
planned) area for the market.

seating
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1.2 Intersection of Augusta Ave. and Oxford St.
This area is one the most popular intersection along Augusta. One that promotes social
gathering and photo opportunities driven by the presence of the “Garden Car” at the
south-west corner, a generous open space in the north-east corner, the proximity with
Sonya’s Park on Oxford St. and the connection between the park and a narrow laneway
that connects it back to Augusta.
These circumstances present an excellent opportunity for art interventions and the
creation of a public space that incorporates large amount of greenery as an extension of
the park. Additionally, this public space will support the local businesses by encouraging
business activities to spill out to the public realm.

Intersection of Augusta Ave. and College St Plan /N.T.S

To improve safety around the park and increase the usage and diversity of user, it is
recommended to:
-Redesign the park with clear sightlines and better lighting particularly toward the south
end.
-Include communal activity areas in the design, such as allotment and healing gardens
to encourage community bonding and civic literacy associated with growing, harvesting,
production and consumption of food.
-Open the connection between the park and the laneway located between 273 and 275
Augusta Ave. and activate the laneway as per recommendations on the Special Conditions
section of this document.
- Create a public enhancement area in front of Sonya’s Park in combination with an Artsign, to act as a buffer between the commercial and residential areas of the market.
-A Green public space along the east side of Augusta Ave., south of the laneway - located
between 273 and 275 Augusta Ave. - to complement the activities of the laneway, the
park and the improved intersection.

Intersection of Augusta Ave. and College St. Section / N.T.S
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-The relocation of the existing Bike Share rack to the east side of Augusta Ave. South of
the proposed public enhancement area to eliminate the traffic conflicts at its existing
location.

Augusta Ave. and Denison Sq.Park Plan / N.T.S

1.4 Intersection of Augusta Ave. and Dundas Street. W.

Intersection of Augusta Ave. and Oxford. St. Plan / N.T.S

1.3 Intersection of Augusta Ave. and Denison Sq.

To strengthen the sense of entrance from
the future Alexandra Park connection:
- Create a special pavement design
crossing at Dundas St. W. to demarcate
the future connection that will allow
Augusta Ave. to continue south to
Alexandra Park and through to Queen St.
W.
- Enhance the greenery by adding trees
along both sides of Augusta Ave.

The new design of Denison Square Park provides an opportunity to create a public
enhancement area at Augusta Ave. opposite to the park’s north-west corner. Additional
recommendations include:
-Special paving between these two areas, to slow down traffic and to create a visual
continuity between the two sides of the street.
Intersection of Augusta Ave.and Dundas St W.
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An enhanced streetscape for
improved pedestrian comfort

As previously mentioned on this document, Baldwin Street is different east and west
of Kensington Avenue, so the strategies designed for these two areas respond to the
contextual and physical differences that characterize them. Nevertheless, the proposed
strategies and tactics are tailored to support and reinforce the strong and already
successful ‘market functions’ within this area while improving pedestrian comfort and
safety.
•
A new system of vehicular and pedestrian light standards along the north side of
the street. Exterior building-mounted pedestrian bracket lighting and bollard lighting along
the south side or additional catenary lighting in selected areas.
•
With the exception of the additional catenary lighting, a similar lighting strategy
should be implemented on Kensington Avenue, to St. Andrew St.
•
A significant public art piece on the structural parking façade.
•
Implement public enhancement areas in key locations as per plans.
•
Temporary parking and delivery areas as per plans (see Additional
Recommendations.)
•
Due to the narrow R.O.W. and to provide green spaces, it is advisable to combine
greenery an art to enliven the space and support the market functions. See Case Studies.

BALDWIN ST.

AUGUSTA AVE.

SPADINA AVE.

2

The ‘T shape’ defined on Baldwin Street between
Augusta avenue and Spadina avenue, and south on
Kensington Avenue, to St. Andrew St.

Additional greenery and sitting areas
create a public space between the two sides
of the street

Reinforcing the ‘market’ function
with Kiosks on enhanced pedestrian
areas

Art on parking structure
facade to provide a
sense of entrance

Case Studies
2.1-Baldwin Street (West of Kensington Ave.)
In addition to the general design enhancements described on this document, and to
improve pedestrian comfort and safety, two corner public enhancement areas are
proposed at the ends of the south block, leaving parking and loading to occur in between.
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Baldwin Street (West of Kensington Ave.) Plan / N.T.S

2.2-Baldwin Street (East of Kensington Ave.)
Due to the narrow R.O.W, it is not possible to integrate an urban tree system. Instead
greenery is being proposed in combination with art and seating. This will provide a custom
solution and a sense of place.
A significant public art piece on the structural parking façade will generate interest and
create a sense of arrival to the Market.

Baldwin Street (East of Kensington Ave.) Plan / N.T.S

Art on parking structure
facade to provide a
sense of entrance

Additional vending food KioskS to support
the ‘market’ function

To promote and intensify the market functions, a series of Kiosk as part of a proposed
public enhancement area along the south side west of the parking structure are being
proposed.

Pedestrian comfort with
curbless streets
Baldwin Street (East of Kensington Ave.) Section / N.T.S
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sitting to support food related
business and space for residents
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3

Case Studies

Kensington Avenue, from Dundas St. W. to St. Andrew
St.Kensington Avenue, to St. Andrew St.

3.1- Kensington Avenue, from Dundas St. W. to St. Andrew St.
A significant public art piece and entrance plaza, for informal gathering and performances
at the west corner of Kensington Ave. and Dundas St. W. would create a strong sense of
entrance.

This is a healthy and picturesque area of the market that’s characterized by an abundance
of greenery and the colours of the merchandize and architecture. To reinforce this
character, it is recommended to:
•
A new system of vehicular and pedestrian light standards along the entire street
and additional pedestrian standards on the east side of the street in a staggered pattern
relative to the east side. Bollard lighting to compensate demand at high pedestrian traffic
areas such as entrances and selected open spaces.
•
Create a public enhancement area that not only provides a safer public realm but
acts as the focal terminus point from St. Andrew St.
•
Emphasize green by planting more trees on both sides of the street south of St.
Andrew Street.
•
A significant public art piece and entrance plaza, for informal gathering and
performances at the west corner of Kensington Ave. and Dundas St. W. would create a
strong sense of entrance.

B
Emphasize green
on both sides of
the street

A place for social interaction
through the use of art

KENSINGTON AVE.

P

DUNDAS ST. W.
Final Report

SPADINA AVE.

Kensington Ave. and Dundas St. W

Emphasize green
by planting more
trees on both
sides of the
street south of St.
Andrew Street.
A significant
public art piece
and entrance
parkette..

DUNDAS ST. W.
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Other Areas:
Nassau Street, from Augusta Ave. To Bellevue Ave.
As previously mentioned on this document, this portion of Nassau St. offers an interesting
mix of commercial and residential uses that extend all the way to Bellevue Avenue. This
area would benefit from the inclusion of selected public enhancement areas that improve
the public realm and create ‘moments’ of casual activities such as sitting spaces, additional
greenery, bicycle parking and other uses supportive of the area. See plan.
A new system of vehicular and pedestrian light standards along the entire stretch and
additional pedestrian standards on the south side of the street in a staggered pattern
relative to the east side.

Metal Sculpture by
Roxy Paine

Nassau St. from Augusta Ave.

Nassau St. looking West

St. Andrew Street
Although perceptively barren and inactive, St. Andrew St. has the potential to become
another truly successful and unique commercial street within the Market. Specific tactics
can enhance and activate the underutilized street with punctual interventions that create
urban moments along its eclectic path.
•
Improvements at the steps of the Anshei Minsk Synagogue would provide an
opportunity for a permanent installation that educates the visitors on the history an
importance of this place. See Additional Recommendations.
•
A significant public art piece on the structural parking façade.
•
Expanding the areas along the structural parking lot would give the opportunity to
create a much needed parkette with trees and sitting areas.
•
Additional public spaces in the form of public enhancement areas to create spaces
for bicycle parking and other uses supportive of the area. See plan.
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PARKING

St. Andrew looking west towards Kenisngton

Create a much
needed parkette
with trees and
sitting areas.
A significant
public art piece
on the structural
parking façade.

SYNAGOGUE

Improvements
at the steps of
the Anshei Minsk
Synagogue with
a permanent
installation
that educates
the visitors on
the history and
importance of
this place.

St. Andrew looking north east towards
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Special Conditions
Laneways, Inner-Blocks and the activation of Private Spaces
Although some laneways have the potential to provide inner block connections and
opportunities for active uses, some laneways and inner block areas such as Kensington
Place and Fitzroy Terrace have exclusive residential uses that should be protected. Their
privacy and separation from the commercial activities that surround them should be
preserved and respected. Others, such as Glen Baillie Place, might benefit from the future
development of adjacent vacant lots that could provide a similar microcosm of low scale
infill residential uses within the inner block that they are in. Similarly, the existing surface
parking lot at 25 Bellevue Ave. is an excellent opportunity for a future Market-friendly
development that maintains and enhances the existing ‘pedestrian’ connection between
Bellevue Ave. and Augusta Ave.
The activation of private spaces such as back yards and parking lots creates a unique
blending of the public and the private realms through spontaneous or temporary events
such as food courts, music concerts, flea markets and art fairs. These spaces could
benefit from additional private collaboration that expands their boundaries to adjacent
properties and potentially connects them to the public realm.
•
Replace hardscapes with permeable pavers to create a pedestrian friendlier, more
sustainable environment.
•
Improve lighting to create a safer and more pleasant overall experience.
•
Seasonal programming in the form of art installations and temporary events that
activate the spaces and increase safety.
Laneways
Private Areas/ Inner Blocks

The following map identifies selected laneways, inner-blocks and private spaces that
could enhance the public realm by improving existing, or creating new, connections and
providing opportunities for temporal programming or new, permanent uses and activities
as above.
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KENSINGTON MARKET
HCD Boundary
BIA Boundary

Publically owned area for
potential development

Bellevue Square Park
The area surrounding Bellevue Square Park is one of the most picturesque and unique
areas of Kensington Market. As previously noted on this document it is predominantly
composed of low-rise residential dwelling with heritage value or designation. As such,
we do not recommend making any changes to this area other than the conversion of the
streets to a curbless environment which will help lower traffic speeds, improve pedestrian
safety and accessibility as well as further enhance the positive aesthetic quality of this area
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Toronto Western Hospital
As previously mentioned on this document, the Toronto Western Hospital is surrounded
by a generally deficient public realm characterized by underwhelming streetscapes and
public spaces that have a negative impact on its surrounding areas.

improved their surrounding public spaces by adding an entry plaza, ground level landscape
areas and improving the streetscape perimeter which included a flexible entry courtyard
and a contemplative garden.

Nassau St. looking West

Women’s College by Janet Rosenberg & Studio Inc. (Landscape Architecture)

A point of interest for our study is the negative impact that its north side has on the public
realm where it faces Nassau St., the only Market access from Bathurst St. This area could
greatly improve by implementing point interventions along Nassau St. from Bathurst St. to
Bellevue Ave.

Nassau St. looking East

It is crucial for the Market and the community to strengthen their relationship with the
Hospital to improve its surrounding public spaces for mutual benefit. Other parts of the
City have done this with very successful results. As an example, Women’s College Hospital
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•
A robust greening strategy that includes enhancing the south side of the street to
provide a critical mass of green spaces creating a linear park all the way to the Market’s
commercial portion at Nassau St. and Bellevue Ave.
•
Improvement of the wind tunnel conditions with a more robust tree canopy and
architectural structures.
•
Although a curbless street system along this area has not been contemplated,
replacing the concrete sidewalks with pavers would start the transition towards the
proposed curbless system that starts at Nassau St. and Bellevue Ave. Subtly integrating this
area with the Market.
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Implementation Strategy
•
A significant public art piece on the structural parking façade.
•
A new system of vehicular and pedestrian light standards along the entire street
and additional pedestrian standards on the west side of the street in a staggered pattern
relative to the east side. Bollard lighting to compensate demand at high pedestrian traffic
areas such as the proposed linear park along the south side.

The masterplan is organized around the principles of community building. With that
in mind, smaller community lead projects could start to be implemented in the short
term to test the ideas of the masterplan. However, larger infrastructure moves will
require greater investment that will need to be coordinated with Municipal projects and
initiatives.

BATHURST ST.

Masterplan

NASSAU ST.

Curbless streets (and potential hydro undergrounding) are essential infrastructure
components of the Kensington Market Masterplan.
We, and most importantly the BIA, understand that these type of infrastructure projects
require greater investment that would need to be coordinated with Municipal projects
and initiatives.
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A linear park all the way to the
Market’s commercial portion at
Nassau St. and Bellevue Ave.

LEONARD ST.

>

TORONTO
WESTERN
HOSPITAL
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Implementation tools through municipal investment
The Planning Act
Enactment of Zoning Bylaw
Density and height bonusing provisions within adjacent development outside the
market
Cash-in-lieu from development in and near the Market for the dedication of
Parkland or Art
Community Improvement Plans (CIP)
Bill 108 will have a big impact on some of these strategies
Capital Planning and Infrastructure Development
Implementation Strategies that relate to Municipal Investment
Smaller capital interventions:
Parkettes, tree planting, art initiatives, streetscape improvement programs, etc.
Large private donations/fundraising
Phasing – Priority Projects
Entrances
Public non-residential laneways
Baldwin Street + Kensington Ave. North of St. Andrew St.
St. Andrew Street
Kensington Ave.
Augusta Ave. + Bellevue Square Park
Nassau St. (from Augusta Ave. to Bellevue Ave.)
Nassau St. (from Bellevue Ave. to Bathurst St.)

These implementation tools will require coordination and
planning to achieve long range goals. And we would need to work
together with the city to develop a feasible long-term strategy.
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Operational Recommendations
The short and long-term success of all elements within a streetscape is highly
dependent on regular monitoring and maintenance. Maintenance includes upkeep
of hard and soft landscape elements that have fallen to minor vandalism, tagging,
normal wear-and-tear or neglect. The KMBIA may consider hiring a local landscaper or
general labourer to maintain planting, collect garbage, touch-up any paint, or repair
any vandalized furniture. It is highly recommended that maintenance measures need
to be considered during the detail design process, including the installation of special
infrastructure (i.e. water or electrical service). In terms of phasing, implement only
those items when there is sufficient operating budget to allow for the maintenance
and upkeep of these items. A sample of typical maintenance items in the public realm
include but are not exclusive to:
•
deep manual watering of all ornamental planting, esp. during periods of drought,
and topping-up of mulch in shrub beds
•
keeping any planters free of weeds, litter, debris and/or hazardous material (i.e.
needles, broken bottles etc.)
•
power washing paving especially any permeable pavers, trench drains, and drain
outlets
•
Although the Market is welcoming to many forms of street art, the removal of
any unwanted tagging or graffiti is recommended.
•
touch-up of any paint, either on murals, public art, or painted street furniture
•
removal and replacement of any damaged street furniture or street furnitureassociate elements (i.e. bench slats, bike racks, lights

Additional Recommendations
These recommendations should be seen in conjunction with Appendix B Not Everything
is Design.
•
Although a non-design component, it is recommended that the City should
implement a 20-30-minute limit for customer parking as well as loading and unloading.
This will help in keeping the flow of vehicles moving.
•
Deliveries should happen in the mornings – before 11:00 am.
•
For location and information on historical and heritage sites, see The Heritage
Conservation District Study.
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APPENDIX ‘A’

APPENDIX ‘A’

Tool Kit
APPENDIX ‘A’

There are numerous factors that affect the pedestrian experience: the streetscape
design and furnishings, the physical characteristics of its immediate surroundings, the
landscape and greenery, weather conditions, each person’s unique physical abilities, the
type of uses that activate each street, etc. Additionally, other requisites of a comfortable
walk include being able to move freely and safely without interference and/or risks.
To help achieve best practice solutions that address all the above-listed items, a
selection of specific design and programming elements has been created. This
‘tool library’ can be applied throughout the market area as per each area’s specific
requirements.
Design Elements

Programming Elements

Trees

Greenery
(planters, green strips, etc)

Art

B

B

Buffer

Loading and unloading
Sitting
Green programing
(allotment garden, nursery)

“Tabletops”
(Raised Intersection)

P

Parking

P

Garbage
(Can or Area)

Sidewalk Expansions

Market

(corners or mid-block)
Parklet

Social Interaction

Bike Parking

IMPLICIT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Lighting,bollards,paving pattern textures,signage/wayfinding & accessibility
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APPENDIX ‘A’

APPENDIX ‘A’

Tabletops and Chicanes

Curbless Streets

Image: NACTO

Market Street, Toronto (before and after)

Images: NACTO
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APPENDIX ‘A’

Sidewalk Expansions & Bumpouts

APPENDIX ‘A’

7

Sidewalk Expansions: Parklets
Park-let: A small seating area or green space created as a
public amenity on or alongside a pavement, in place of a
former roadside parking space

Images: NACTO

Image: NACTO

... an opportunity for greenery

... an opportunity for
integrating the arts

... an opportunity for socializing

An opportunity for different programming...
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APPENDIX ‘A’

Individual and Group Sitting
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Greenery
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APPENDIX ‘A’

Bike Parking

APPENDIX ‘A’

Implicit Design Considerations
Lighting,bollards,paving pattern
textures,signage/wayfinding &
accessibility
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Introduction

How we engaged?

Overview

We reached out to a diversity of residents, businesses and users in Kensington using a
diversity of methods. This included:

Throughout the fall 2018, as part of Phase 1 of the Kensington Market Public Realm Master Plan, the
project team talked to approximately 1,200 people about their experiences in Kensington Market and
their ideas for the future to help inform the Public Realm Master Plan.

Objectives
The purpose of the outreach and conversations for
Phase 1 were to:
1. Inform the businesses, residents, and general public
about the Public Realm Master Plan;
2. Learn from a diversity of residents, BIA members
and visitors, about their experiences within
Kensington Market and their ideas about the future
for the market’s public spaces;
3. Build capacity, community ownership and generate
interest in participating in pilot projects that may
stem from this Public Realm Master Plan.

đƫ One (1) stakeholder workshop on September 6th, 2018;
đƫ One (1) public workshop held at the St. Stephens in the Field Church on
September 6th, 2018;
đƫ 12 pop-ups located at various places throughout the market, hosted by the BIA,
local businesses and at one resident’s home. This also included a set up at a
Pedestrian Sunday and at the public workshop held on September 6th, 2018;
đƫ An online survey; and
đƫ A drop-in discussion at the St. Stephens in the Field Church on October 19th, 2018

The Public Realm Master Plan has
four stages:
What’s Going On? Background
review;
2. What’s Next? Vision, Guiding
Principles and Design;
3. How Do We Get There? Master
Plan development;
4. Where Do We Start? Short,
medium and long term strategies,
including pilot projects.
1.

Stakeholder Walkshop, September 6 2018
Pedestrian Sunday Pop-Up, August 2018
3
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Overview of Key Themes
Event + Objective

Description and # of Participants

Pop-ups (Pedestrian Sunday, Courage
My Love, Lola, Kiever Synagogue,
Sanagans Meat Locker, Red Pepper, Hot
Box, Segovia, Resident’s House, Trinity
Common, Pamenar), to reach out to
passers-by,

Approximately 1000 participants
provided responses on the pop-up
kiosks (the majority of comments were
collected at Pedestrian Sunday).

Stakeholder workshop, which included a
walking tour of the area, with engaged
business members, residents, and
community organizers, to gather their
perspectives on the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and challenges of the
market.

Approximately 15 key stakeholders
from the BIA, residents association and
community organizations attended the
workshop/walkshop.

What makes Kensington Market one-of-a-kind?
“Kensington is one of the few places downtown that has preserved its
homey, non gentriﬁed, non commercial atmosphere and its history and
culture. It's got lots of variety in stores and buildings and meeting places
where people of all classes, cultures and ages can mingle and have fun.”
- Survey Respondent

User Experiences
Travel
đƫ Most participants use active transportation to travel to and through the market. The majority
of participants indicated they walk. Many said they bike and only a few drive or take transit.

Public Workshop, which included a
Over 40 community members
presentation from the project team and
attended the workshop and
activities to collect input on what’s working
contributed ideas.
well and what could be improved.
St. Stephen’s in the ﬁeld Drop-In to reach
out to folks often not engaged in planning
processes

Use
đƫ Most participants said they use the grocery, food stores and independent stores. Many also
like to visit restaurants and cafes and use the public spaces within the market.

Project team members were invited
to the St. Stephens Drop-In to host
informal interviews with stakeholders.
Approximately 10 people participated.

Online survey to provide an opportunity for 128 people responded to the online
respondents who cannot meet in person
survey.
Total Number of People Engaged

Approximately 1,200 people

What makes Kensington Market one-of-a-kind?
“It is a pedestrian-friendly, multicultural, open air
market that is welcoming of people of various
ethnicities, classes, languages, genders and (dis)
abilities. I can think of no other neighbourhood in
Toronto (or Canada) like it.”
- Survey Respondent
Shoppers taking a rest at the Pop-Up outside
Sanagan’s, September 2018
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Respondents use a diversity of ways to travel
through Kensington, including spaceships!
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General/Master Planning Process

SWOT Findings

đƫ A Master Plan for Kensington Market is an oxymoron. The majority of participants talked about
how they love the organic nature of Kensington Market, including the lack of uniformity. Participants
want to ensure that the Master Plan maintains the atmosphere that makes Kensington what it is
today. Therefore, many of the participants like the approach of developing small-scale, pilot projects
as part of the Master Plan.
đƫ Many participants want to be involved in the Master Plan process. There is a desire to not only
provide feedback on the plan but to also assist in implementing it, through pilot projects or small
community interventions. There are also recommendations to partner with other organizations who
are doing work in the area, such as the Kensington Market Land Trust.

Strengths
đƫ People love the unique atmosphere (the ‘vibe’, ‘grit’, ‘chaos’ and ‘spontaneity’ of the market). This
also includes the diversity of shops, the new park, and the mix of people.
đƫ People also feel that Kensington is a community where everyone feels welcome, including artists,
musicians, low-income groups and recent immigrants.
đƫ The history of the market was seen as a strength.

Weaknesses
đƫ Tension between pedestrians, cars and cyclists is viewed as a major issue within the market.
Many participants indicated that it can be unsafe to walk in Kensington. Many requested to turn
the market into a pedestrian-only area. However, many business owners voiced the need for car
accessibility, so shoppers could park and visit their stores. They also noted that it is necessary to
ensure easy access for delivery trucks. Better timing of deliveries could be considered to avoid
tensions.
đƫ Other major concerns in the market:
đƫ Sidewalk accessibility;
đƫ Safety at night, speciﬁcally in the laneways;
đƫ Garbage removal; and
đƫ Parking.
In addition, many pointed to opportunities to move with active community members and organizations
in improvements

Opportunities
Participants outlined a number of opportunities to address issues in the market, but also warned that
Kensington should not be ‘cleaned up too much’:
đƫ Improved garbage removal;
đƫ Widened sidewalks (or bump outs in certain areas);
đƫ Integration of public art;
đƫ Public washrooms;
đƫ Better lighting;
đƫ More greenery;
đƫ Accessibility;
đƫ Improved seating;
đƫ Better timing for delivery trucks

Mapping opportunities at the public workshop, September 6 2018

Threats
đƫ There are differing perspectives on changes within the market. There is concern that the market
is losing its identity as a ‘market’ with the proliferation of restaurants, cafes and bars. While some
welcome the nightlife in the market, others are concerned about these changes.
đƫ There is a fear that gentriﬁcation and unaffordability will change the nature of the market. While
it was communicated that the Public Realm Master Plan is limited in its ability to address concerns
of gentriﬁcation and affordability, there is recognition that this challenge will be considered as part
of the design solutions.
7
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What are some ideas, opportunities, strategies and actions we can do to strengthen and
enhance the market’s public realm?

Next Steps

Some responses:

On November 29th, the project team is hosting a design workshop, where we will present a vision and
guiding principles and begin to work through designs for the market.

“Ultimately, I just want to see the produce shops
and such thrive...I think there’s room for [many
uses], but I think the shops need help...I’d like
to see new businesses contributing [and]
ﬁnding ways to keep Kensington unique, while
understanding the tireless work of the people
that have kept it this way for decades.”
- Survey Respondent

“Vacant lots and parking lots (like the huge on Bellevue Ave.)
are the perfect place to house colourful shipping container
markets!”
- Survey Respondent

“There are also a number of very interesting laneway
that could be used more as mid-block pedestrian
connections by doing away with their needless
blockages (such as at the back of Sonyas Park). They
could also incorporate solar power street lighting
for safety, more street art, and be repaved with
permeable bricks for both character and drainage.”
- Survey Respondent
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Appendix - Detailed Feedback from Engagements

Stakeholder Workshop

Below is the detailed feedback from the various engagement activities:

On September 6th, 2018, we hosted a stakeholder workshop for members of the BIA, resident
associations and community organizations/art galleries within or near the market. The workshop
included a walking tour of the market and a discussion on strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
challenges at key sites.

Pop Ups - Summary Of Feedback From The Pop-Ups

Through the conversations, key strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and challenges were summarized:

To reach a diversity of people within Kensington Market, our team built an easy to transport pop-up
consultation kiosk to travel to various locations within the market. The pop-up included a chalkboard
on either side with the following questions written on it:
đƫ Why do you love Kensington Market?
đƫ How do you get around Kensington Market?
đƫ How could the public spaces be improved or enhanced?

Strengths of Kensington Market
Overall
đƫ Sense of community
đƫ Anarchism
đƫ Lack of uniformity
đƫ A place for everyone
đƫ Grit

Chalk and post-its were provided for passers-by to use. In total, approximately 1,000 people
contributed to the pop-up. The input gathered has been summarized and is provided below.

Why do you love Kensington?
Responses were categorized into six themes, as outlined below (and organized from most responses to
least responses):
đƫ Atmosphere
đƫ Food + Shopping
đƫ Diversity + Inclusion
đƫ Art, Events + Music
đƫ Home
đƫ History

How do people get around Kensington Market?
The vast majority of respondents walk (53%), many take transit (21%), some bike (16%) and few drive
(9%). Some participants added other modes of transportation to the list, including teleport and ﬂying.

Site Speciﬁc
đƫ The painted bollards on Baldwin’s north sidewalk

Weaknesses of Kensington Market
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ

Bars/noise
Tension between cars and pedestrians (limited walking space)
Lack of rental housing
Gentriﬁcation/affordability
Public realm, sidewalk accessibility
Needles in Sonya’s Park
Garbage pickup
Nightlife noise
Parking – hospital takes up most of the parking lot at Bellevue Green P

Threats to Kensington Market
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ

Gentriﬁcation
Property taxes and inﬂuence on viability of businesses
Development Pressure
Airbnb and tourist housing

Opportunities for Kensington Market
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ

Add public washrooms
Plant more trees and improve other plantings
Incorporate public art within the parking structure (and within other public realm improvements)
Enhance public space
Add seating (not necessarily benches, could include metal tree trunks like the ones outside of the
Good Egg)
đƫ Improve parking issues (The new development at Bathurst and Nassau will include approx. 300
parking spaces which may relieve pressure). The hospital should also provide affordable parking.

11
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đƫ Connect to the Kensington Market Community Land Trust, which promotes market-friendly
development on the Green P site
đƫ Improve laneway/alley connections
đƫ Reduce speed limit to 20km/hour

Strategies for Improvements - Volunteer Sign Up
Participants offered their own ideas of how they could help. 10 participants signed up to help with the
following pilot projects.
đƫ Farmers Market: Approach City of Toronto to donate the Green P Parking Lot for one weekend to
pilot a project that brings the farmers market and royal fair feel. Allow a weekend where farmers
and/or the royal winter fair organization could sell organic goods, meats, and eggs. This could bring
back the “OLD FEEL” of the market, at least once a year.
đƫ Tree canopy inventory: One resident offered to help create an inventory of the tree canopy in
Kensington.
đƫ “Petting and Adopting” and “Animal Day”: This could include a ‘pet parade’.
đƫ Community gardens/outdoor planting: Volunteers signed up to assist with plantings.
đƫ Review opportunities for infrastructure upgrades: One volunteer has a civil engineering
background and offered to help review recommendations.

Key Questions that emerged through the stakeholder workshop/walkshop included the
following:
đƫ How can design both accommodate and create a safe pedestrian environment as well as an
adequate transition between commercial and residential areas?
đƫ How will the Master Plan deal with traffic and deliveries to businesses?
đƫ Should the Master Plan identify which areas will be ‘left alone’ and identify the rationale?
đƫ How will the Master Plan enhance the public realm while avoiding gentriﬁcation?

Public Workshop
At the public workshop, Gaston Soucy from Sumo Projects gave a presentation about the Kensington
Market Public Realm Master Plan. The former local Councilor Joe Cressy was also present to welcome
the community. After the presentation, participants were invited to walk around the room to three
different stations. Sara Udow from GPA provided an overview of the stations:
đƫ Station 1 was a mapping exercise where participants could identify key locations of importance and
areas for enhancement.
đƫ Station 2 included the pop-up kiosk for participants to add why they love Kensington and their
ideas for the future of the market.
đƫ Station 3 asked participants to consider strategies for improvements and were prompted to sign up
to help in these improvements.

What’s important to maintain in Kensington
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ

Ethnic diversity of the market;
Balance of places to pass through and rest;
Businesses that don’t just serve tourists;
Culture of market shopping;
Don’t clean up too much – keep the grit.

St Stephens Drop-In
On October 19th, project team members attended a drop-in at St. Stephens to speak with people who
come to the Church for a meal and to gather. We spoke to approximately 10 people at the Church. We
asked three main questions:
đƫ How do you experience Kensington?
đƫ Why do you spend time in Kensington?
đƫ How could public realm improvements better support you?

Experience:
Many of the people we spoke with live in the area, either within Kensington Market or in Alexandra Park.
Some live in other areas of the City but regularly come to the Church and use other services nearby,
including the library. Some visit the grocery stores in the market. One woman commented that she
enjoyed the Spanish stores.

Spending time in the Market:
Respondents said they love the multiculturalism, the affordability and the community within the market.
While many love the new park, others are worried that the improvement will push out many of the
users.

Future of Improvements and Enhancements
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ

Improvements:

Improve safety through more lighting;
Add places to sit;
Include more garbage/recycling bins (artistic designs);
Host a night market;
Develop art spaces;
Make pedestrian friendly;
Make space for furry friends;
Add busker areas;
Add safe needle disposal;
Make Kensington more accessible (wheelchair);
Add a ‘bump-out’ at the intersection of Baldwin and Augusta.

đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
đƫ
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People discussed the following improvements:
Increased community spaces;
Sustainable practices in design;
Improvements to Sonya’s Park;
Better connectivity in laneways;
Better lighting in laneways for safety;
More garbage bins;
More room for pedestrians;
Accessible design.

Many people also voiced concerns about gentriﬁcation and fear of how the market will change.
Residents of Alexandra Park mentioned that they have been consulted with in the past but nothing gets
done. They want to see this process deliver.
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Online Survey
128 people responded to the survey. A number of questions were asked and their responses are
provided below:

Why do you spend time in the market?
Most respondents live in or near the market (64%). The majority shop for groceries (72%), and visit
restaurants, cafes and/or bars (79%).

How do you travel to and through the market?
80% said they walk, 42% bike, 18% drive and 35% take transit.

What do you love about Kensington?
90% of respondents said they love the grocery/food stores and independent shops.

What could be improved?
50% of respondents indicated they would like to see better seating, sidewalk space, greenery and
landscaping, public art, gathering spaces, and outdoor market areas.

15

Guiding Principles
1. “Keep the Market as a market”
2. A Market for everyone: Maintain a market that is for everyone by designing and programming public
spaces to be inclusive and healthy and by improving the quality, accessibility, mobility and safety
3. Engage the community on the design and implementation process to create a sense of ownership
and belonging, promote participation and social cohesion
4. Integrate the Arts to improve the quality of the public space, build opportunities for creative
expression, experiences and community dialogue
5. Strengthen the relationship between the Market’s commercial and residential communities
6. Foster collaborations with organizations inside and outside the Market
7. Activate the Market year-round
8. Celebrate the Market: its cultural heritage, diversity and unique atmosphere

Kensington Market Public Realm Master Plan
Phase 2 Design Charrette Summary Stakeholder + Public Workshop
On November 29th, the Kensington Market Business Improvement Area (KMBIA) Public Realm
Master Plan team (‘the team’) led two workshops, also known as design charrettes, for the key
stakeholders and the general public.
What is a design charrette?
A design charrette is a short, collaborative workshop where a diversity of stakeholders, designers and
decision makers come together to explore and share a broad diversity of design ideas.

After the presentation, at both workshop sessions, the participants were separated into three
tables where they were asked to brainstorm design ideas for the market. Each table was provided
with a large aerial map of Kensington Market, copies of the presentation, the Public Realm Master
Plan vision and guiding principles, and a toolkit of ideas. The toolkit included both design and
programming options, as illustrated below:

Approximately 17 people attended the stakeholder session. The majority of participants were
members of the KMBIA. There were also residents, some of whom were members of Kensington
Market Action Committee (KMAC - the Kensington Market Residents Association) and Friends of
Kensington Market.
Approximately 30 people joined for the public engagement workshop. This included residents of
Kensington Market, both renters and homeowners, one landowner, business owners as well as
interested Torontonians.
At both sessions, the team provided an overview of the study, process and the findings to date,
including:
• The existing conditions, strengths and weaknesses, within Kensington Market;
• The draft vision and guiding principles for the public realm master plan; and
• Opportunities within the market, including precedent examples of possible solutions.
Ruth Mora, Gaston Soucy, Sara Udow, Nadia Galati and Dylan Cassidy facilitated the table
brainstorming.
Kensington Market Vision
Kensington Market is a place for everyone! Kensington Market is one of the most beloved and celebrated
neighbourhoods in Toronto. Throughout Kensington’s history, it has always been a place where people from
diverse backgrounds come together to live, work and enjoy the unique and vibrant market experience. Over
the years, the Market, and the people within it, have adapted to growth and change within our City.
Kensington’s community has also worked hard to maintain the market as a place for everyone; resisting
unwanted changes proposed and developing grassroots and community-based improvements and
interventions.
As change continues, it is important that Kensington remains a place where everyone is welcome and
included. The Market is finding itself in need of a larger vision to help preserve its defining character and
atmosphere.

Participants were asked to consider the following functions of the public realm:
1) Streetscape and Comfort (Design, Furnishing, Safety, Greenery & Accessibility);
2) Mobility and Services (Parking, Bikes, Cars, Deliveries/Loading & Garbage);
3) Special Conditions (Entrances, Toronto Western Hospital, Buffers & Parks, Inner Blocks,
Laneways).

The KMBIA Public Realm Masterplan aims to provide a community-driven framework that allows for change
to happen in a direction that is appropriate for Kensington Market’s unique character and circumstances and
one that prioritizes equity and inclusion.









should not be at the expense of intimacy and the close-quarters that makes Kensington
market feel like a bustling and active place.
- “The market shouldn’t be too wide open.”
• There were mixed opinions on curbless streets. Many supported curbless streets because
they view the sidewalks and streets in the Market as already integrated. However, there
were concerns of gentrification, specifically that the market would only attract tourists
(similar to Market Street near St. Lawrence Market).
o Additional research of curbless streets and woonerfs was requested.

Stakeholder Workshop Design Charrette Summary
The stakeholders marked up the maps with stickers from the toolkit and call out boxes (see
Appendix A for Maps).

Key Messages
Streetscape and Comfort
Traffic/Safety
• Participants recommended bump-outs in select locations to add to the public realm, to
increase safety and to regulate car traffic. It was suggested that the bump-outs could
include greenery, seating and/or micro-vendor opportunities. Specifically, there was
consensus that a bump out at Nassau and Augusta (on the southeast corner) would be
beneficial to make drivers aware that this is a pedestrian intersection. Eye level signage
(indicated ‘No Right Turn’) was also proposed to make drivers aware that this is a
pedestrian intersection. It was indicated that eye-level signage could be mounted on a flexpost or a rigid bollard depending on emergency vehicle requirements. It was also
suggested that a challenge of the bump-out design will be to ensure bike safety because
cyclists are allowed to make right turns.
• Participants expressed affinity for creating a ‘chicane’ (curve in street) along Augusta to limit
through-traffic and parking.
• Additional suggestions:
- Augusta should be a designated bike sharrow route. “The City should paint northfacing bike sharrows to indicate to motorists that the roads must be shared with
cyclists.”
- Decrease speed limit to 20 km/hr or less.
- The City should be install signage indicating "Community Safety Zone - Fines
Doubled" on as many Kensington area streets as possible.’
Accessible Design – Sidewalks and curbless streets
• Include wider sidewalks where it makes sense.
o This includes along the west side of Augusta along patio spaces where width is <
1.5m.
o Kensington and Baldwin was also identified as a corner where a bump-out or wider
sidewalk could work (for loading and unloading).
• While wider sidewalks were seen as important for accessibility, there was also discussion
that the tight and narrow spaces create a sense of intimacy within the market and there was
worry the market would become too sterile. Moments of human interaction were
appreciated in the market setting. In general, while participants were in favour of making
Kensington market more accessible for people of all ages and abilities, it was noted that it

Seating/Gathering Spaces
• Enhance seating and gathering spaces throughout the market. Most stakeholders discussed
the need for individual seating, but others identified key areas for benches and/or gathering
spaces.
o Key locations for gathering spaces discussed include:
- The southwest corner of Augusta and College, along the stairs;
- St. Andrews Street (the building and lot on the south side of the street);
- Sonya’s Park.
o Individual seating should be considered in front of storefronts and/or on bump-outs.
- This will require conversations with the various property owners to see
where seating is possible. The Kensington Market Lofts are undergoing a
redesign of their public realm. This could be a good opportunity to consider
seating (and/or other public realm improvements aligned with the master
plan).
Design - Buffer between residential and commercial areas
• Opportunities include:
o Different lighting between commercial and residential areas.
o Plantings/greenery between the commercial and residential areas.
o Signage within Kensington that informs visitors that residents live in the area
(because there is still overlap where residents live atop commercial properties).
o Incorporate education for visitors that this is a residential area and not ‘party central’.
Design - Greenery and Public Art
• Create planters along streets (Baldwin and Spadina).
• Integrate public art into design of market furnishings (garbage bins, lighting, seating).
Programming/Activation
• It was expressed that winter programming or a winter market would be beneficial to
animating the space
• ‘Market days’ and art events were also proposed
• Include micro-vendor shopping opportunities throughout the market and year round:









o Micro-vendor opportunities were discussed in detail. There was consensus that
existing vendors/grocers should be permitted to spill-out onto the streets
(specifically on Baldwin Avenue) and the City should better support existing
grocers/vendors to do so.
o Some participants felt that bringing outside vendors in could help to spur new
visitors in the market. The vendors would be charged a fee to participate. Others
thought that the opportunities should be specifically available for existing grocers
and vendors within the market only. Some were adamant that bringing outside
vendors in would cause a backlash for the existing vendors in the area.

Parking
• Limit parking within the market (to 15 to 30 minutes) on Baldwin. This would allow for visitors
to run in and shop. Visitors who want to stay can park in the Green P lots.
- However, participants pointed out that any reduction of parking in the commercial
zone negatively affects the surrounding residential streets that rely on street permit
parking. Many residents do not have on-site parking at their homes and parking
meters have been rejected on residential streets.
• Maintain parking in the Bellevue Parking Lot (either above or underground). Could expand
permit parking for residents. Ensure the Green P lot is saved for Kensington market
visitors/customers (not by hospital staff and visitors).
• Add bicycle parking throughout the market. Some stakeholders recommended including the
Green P lot as a key location for bike parking. Others discussed the need for more bike
parking dispersed through the market (not clustered in one location).

Mobility and Services
Pedestrian Movement
• Prioritize pedestrians by widening sidewalks where it makes sense, decreasing parking time
limits and incorporating traffic calming measures, such as tabletops, bump-outs, speed
bumps and/or public art that signify slower speeds (street art).

Special Conditions

Garbage
• Consensus that garbage pick-up and storage need to be improved. Many stakeholders identified
the infrequency of garbage collection is a public health concern. Different ideas on
improvements were discussed:
o Many BIA members discussed the need to bring back garbage pick-up twice per
week.
o Some suggested opportunities to consider in-ground garbage storage
opportunities. (One BIA member was approached by private company Re. inground storage).
o There were other suggestions to consolidate garbage in centralized locations. This
would limit unwanted smells, views, etc., but also reduce large vehicle traffic
through the market. Participants proposed that garbage could be dropped off by
businesses in designated areas such as parking lots. Partnerships with Green
P/Toronto Parking Authority, Waste Management could be pursued to make this
happen.
o “Pressure City Council to get more garbage removal. This is a public health
concern.”
- There was a comment that additional litter receptacles in general are needed.
Deliveries
• Schedule deliveries before noon as often as possible. Many business owners propose that
deliveries should be scheduled before noon so that trucks do not take up valuable parking
and pedestrian spaces.
• One suggestion is to paint areas on the street that say ‘delivery vehicles only’ (or paint the
curbs), deterring shoppers and residents from parking there.

Laneways
• Create linkages between select alleys and laneways and with the main streets of the market. This
can be done by both creating pedestrian connections (i.e. safe passageways), more public
spaces, platforms for public artists (i.e. graffiti art tours could be explored), improved
lighting and public art within these spaces. However, there are concerns that attracting the
public to the laneways will result in more noise. Specific locations mentioned for pilot
opportunities include:
o Fitzroy Lane and Kensington Place were mentioned as great laneways for pilot
projects. Specifically, string lighting in laneways was discussed as a cheap and
easy option.
o Connections to Sonya’s Park through the laneway were also discussed to improve
visibility, create more access points and make the park more inviting. One
stakeholder mentioned that the laneway used to be more accessible but was
closed off due to unwanted behaviour.
Entrances
• There were mixed opinions on whether entrances should be marked by gateways. Many
stakeholders like the idea of marking the entrances with public art, greenery or lighting
features. Others were concerned that the entrances shouldn’t be too flashy to keep
Kensington’s charm.
• Other suggestions included the need to slow down traffic at entrances and create
smoother transitions into the market.
The Hospital
• The hospital site could be better integrated into the character of the market. The Bathurst and
Nassau intersection could serve as a minor gateway into the market. It was also proposed









that the hospital smokestack could serve as a wayfinding marker for the Market. One
participant suggested that this intersection should not be considered a gateway as it is
busy and acts as a connection to residential areas on Nassau, Lippincott and Leonard.

Specific locations for interventions discussed

Other
• Wi-Fi in parks (and in the market generally) can help with wayfinding for visitors/tourists.
• Heritage vs. New Development
o Any heritage treatments proposed should not contribute to visual clutter on the
streetscape. Participants were receptive to the ideas of bronze inlays, paint on
streets, light installations
o New development should consider the character of the market when designing
setbacks, streetscapes, façade treatments, and POPS (privately owned public
spaces)

Figure 1: St Andrews lot and vacant building as gathering space

• Create a ‘rent a buggy’ program where customers could rent (or borrow) small carts or
buggies to roll their groceries from shop to shop. This will help with customers who have
difficulty walking with all their groceries.



Figure 2: Augusta-College stairs as seating area

Augusta Ave
• Add bump-out at Nassau and Augusta
• Include bike lane contraflow down Augusta
• Include bike parking along Augusta









Public Workshop Summary
The public marked up the maps with stickers from the toolkit and call out boxes (see Appendix A
for Maps).

Key Messages
Overall
• “Kensington is attractive because it is topsy turvy” – The public supports the existing
‘organized chaos’.
• There is increasing frustration and tension between market (commercial) uses and
residential uses.
 “Focus on making Kensington a better place to live and steer away from branding
issue as visitors to the Market already come!”
• Noise is a concern.
o There is a growing seniors population living in the market.
o “When I tell people I live in Kensington they think I live in a party a neighbourhood.”
o “The more bars the more people will come to drink late at night.”
- “Not very much food/restaurant options past 7pm.”
• Balance space for people and space for parking.

Figure 3: Sonya’s Park - Potential to include allotment gardens and connect to laneways nearby

Streetscape and Comfort
Seating
• Design seating for longer use.
• Public furniture should be comfortable.
Sidewalks/Accessibility (especially along Augusta)
• Consensus that sidewalks in the market need to be widened to accommodate all users.
• Increase accessibility of sidewalks, especially at Bellevue Park (the South-west intersection
- all corners).
• Widen sidewalks: “I need to walk on the road when it is laundry day because there is no
room on the sidewalk.”
• A Frames on Augusta are a problem for accessibility.

Figure 4: Nassau and Leonard - The hospital site

Curbless Streets
• Add curbless streets because the market already acts like it has curbless streets.
Sidewalks and roads are basically integrated.
Public Art
• Add graffiti and other public art throughout the market.
• Integrate art in furniture design, garbage bins, etc.
 Art should be organic and not only designed to be functional – i.e. benches.
• Create spaces for regular folks to be artistic.

Figure 5: Fitzroy Laneway – lighting and other animations








Programming
• Include micro-vendor opportunities (i.e., Scadding Court). Could be located in Bellevue
Park or in Parking Lot (or other locations).
 In order to do this properly, participants suggest taking the lead from grocers to find
out what they want. (i.e. locations, who should be permitted to sell, etc.)
• Incorporate more community events:
 “Paint Kensington” event - where the public can paint the streets and blank walls
with big areas of bright colours;
 Shipping container market in empty parking lots;
 Music in Bellevue Park (such as a piano);
 Event space on St Andrews Street in empty bldg and empty lot.
Seating
• Increase seating in the area - specifically, including long benches (for street-involved people
to sleep on if needed).
• Co-locate seating and vegetation.
• Include sheltered seating area in Sonya’s Park.
Lighting
• No general consensus – Some participants felt lighting is appropriate in the Market, while
others felt that lighting should be increased for safety.
Safety
Facilitator Question to Group: Where do you feel least safe?
• “All along Augusta because of speeding northbound car traffic.”
• Kensington Ave and Baldwin Ave.
• Denison Sq. and Augusta
• Leonard and Wales – dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists - need visible crosswalk.
• Nassau along the hospital is an uncomfortable/unwelcoming pedestrian environment/not
much going.

o Currently there are a lot of abandoned bikes (requires residents to report
abandoned bikes). This leads to more maintenance required and less bike parking
spaces.
Pedestrian Access
• Baldwin and/or Augusta should be pedestrian-only with deliveries scheduled/permitted
between 6-10am.
• Midblock connections are needed.
• Mixed views on traffic calming - some say it is not needed because cars already are slow in
the market while others say traffic calming is required, especially on Nassau with the new
Freshco and condos opening in the area.
Cycling
• “Prioritize cyclists, not cars.”
• Contraflow bike lanes are needed on Augusta and Baldwin
o “People will continue to ride regardless of the rules.”
• Include bike parking “everywhere.”
Garbage
• No general consensus concerning garbage (centralized location vs. individual pickup).
o Centralized location for commercial areas (such as in a parking lot – examples of
this include Mirvish Village, Rome).
o Consider different pickup for residential areas.

Special Conditions
Laneways
 Animate laneway mid-block connections.
 Make laneways more accessible to improve safety.
Heritage
 Incorporate history (ex. Murmur).
 See how Pittsburgh has incorporated history into public realm.

“St. Andrew’s Street open lot is a dead space = opportunity for improvement!”

Other suggestions
 Implement limits to the number of restaurants and bars.
 Develop safe injection sites in the market.

Mobility and Services
Parking
• No general consensus concerning parking. Suggestions include:
o Eliminate parking along Augusta.
o Reduce parking, don’t eliminate.
o Limit hours of parking (1-2 hours).

Site- Specific Locations (see maps in Appendix A)
 Tabletop at Baldwin and Spadina (traffic calming).
 Noise buffers on Baldwin (Baldwin and Kensington).
 Add bump outs with vegetation and potentially seating along Augusta, Baldwin and
Kensington.

• Bike parking:








 Dundas and Leonard - Opportunity for wayfinding in front of hospital (use art).

APPENDIX A:
Stakeholder + Public Mapping
Stakeholder Inputs

Figure 6: Stakeholder inputs at Table 1









Public Input

Figure 7: Stakeholder inputs at Table 2

Figure 9: Public inputs at Table 1

Figure 8: Stakeholder inputs at Table 3









Figure 10: Public inputs at Table 2

Figure 11: Public inputs at Table 3
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Not Everything is Design
INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPH HERE...
In 2006, Kensington Market received a National Historic Site of Canada designation, a
recognition from the Federal government for national sites of ‘historic significance’.

The City of Toronto’s Official Plan – October 2016 - identifies Kensington
Market as site that “requires special policies. These policies generally reflect
unique historic conditions for approval that must be recognized for specific

HCD Boundary
BIA Boundary
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development sites or provide a further layer of local policy direction for an
area.”
In the case of the Market, “any public or private developments and works
should be consistent with the special characteristics of the area, including:
a) low scale buildings with retail at grade;
b) minimal setbacks; and
c) open air display of goods on the boulevard.”(1)
The Kensington Market Heritage Conservation Area Designation
was endorsed by the Toronto Preservation Board in September 2017 with the
recommendation to proceed with developing an HCD Plan for the Kensington Market
HCD.
In the summer of 2018, City Council enacted the Kensington Market Heritage
Conservation District Study Area By-law, in order to prohibit the demolition or removal
of any buildings or structures on commercial and mixed-use properties within the Study
Area for a period of one year.
The City of Toronto is currently conducting a detailed review of urban design policies
as part of the 5-year Official Plan Review process under Section 26 of the Planning Act.
As of January 2019 this review has resulted in draft Public Realm and Built Form policies.
A consultation, with key stakeholders and the public, to obtain comments and feedback
regarding these draft policies is now being conducted.

This is a great opportunity to work together in an
integral way by including both, design and policy,
public and private sectors, business and residents,
to protect and improve the market, and direct change
in the direction that would benefit all the parts while
preserving its character and cultural heritage.

(1) The City of Toronto’s Official Plan – October 2016, Chapter 7
Final Report
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Pilot Projects

Planning by doing
In 2018, the Kensington Market Business Improvement Area (KMBIA) selected a team
led by SUMO Project to develop a vision for the Kensington Market public realm.
Through background research and a series of public consultation sessions the team
produced a Public Realm Masterplan founded on eight principles to guide the design
of public space improvements for the benefit of the community. 1) “Keep the Market
as a market”; 2) A Market for everyone; 3) Engage the community on the design and
implementation process; 4) Integrate the Arts; 5) Strengthen the relationship between
the Market’s commercial and residential communities; 6) Foster collaborations with
organizations inside and outside the Market; 7) Activate the Market year-round; and 8)
Celebrate the Market – its cultural heritage, diversity and unique atmosphere.
Under this vision, four (4) small areas have been designated as temporary projects (Pilot
Projects) that will test the Masterplan design rationale and could eventually lead to the
full-scale Masterplan implementation by the Market for the Market.
Additionally, the Pilot Projects have the purpose of encouraging placemaking and
placekeeping. Capitalizing on local community assets to improve public space while
strengthening the connection between the Market and the community.

Placemaking: is an collaborative approach to planning and design and management of public spaces that capitalizes
on a local community’s assets to collectively re-imagine public spaces that promote people’s well-being.
Placekeeping: Involving community members as co-creators and transitioning ownership of artistic interventions to
local artists and arts organizations through the process
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Test Sites
Kensington Market has always been a testing ground for new ways of using public space.
The people of Kensington have always found innovative ways to address their needs by
redefining public space, built forms and uses beyond established norms. They’ve done
this by integrating knowledge originating from all corners of the world. This seemingly
haphazard approach is what has given the Market its unique charm and identity. We plan
to continue strengthening this tradition by working with the Market’s community and by
using art and programming as tools to educate and inform.
The design for the selected areas considers all the information collected over the course
of the Masterplan’s Phase 1: What’s going on? During which there was an intense
period of observation, research, public consultation, workshops, surveys, walking tours,
etc.
It also incorporates the guiding principles determined in Phase 2; What is next? (vision
Design Principles and Design), as they are the foundation of the Masterplan. They are
the essential characteristics that reflect the spirit of the Masterplan.

The idea is to create spaces that promote both informal and planned
activities. Kensington is characterized by spontaneous artistic expressions
that range from street art to performances. Design interventions will serve
as anchors for this type of expression.

APPENDIX ‘C’

The Pilot Projects have two main components
1-The physical component is the base, which’s detail design is based on concrete ideas
from the design workshops with artists and the community, public consultation and
interviews.
- Placekeeping: The idea is that the same members of the community, in tune with
the Kensington spirit, care for and maintain the Pilot Projects and activate them by
programming events within and around them. Opposite to the idea of ownership, these
pilots promote the idea of “custodianship” where all the community is participant.
2-The art and evaluation component, which includes:
- Art Intervention;
- Workshop/Design Charrette with the community and the artists to develop designs for
the pilots, artist interventions on the site (painting, street art, etc.);
- Programming as Placemaking: to involve the community through arts-based activities
to complete and maintain the pilot (volunteers, community commitment, etc.) Activities
that are inclusive of people of all ages, backgrounds and abilities. In this way projects will
become a catalyst for ideas and for public dialogue, encouraging community bonding and
contributing to overall well-being.
- Programming as Evaluation: arts-based activities to gain the feedback needed to
measure the success of the Pilot in order to incorporate that knowledge into the
Masterplan.

Locations
As the pilot projects’ objective is to test the Masterplan, the selected locations will
coincide with some of the Masterplan’s ‘Case Study Areas’ that had been previously
identified as places for opportunities and punctual interventions.

1-Intersection of Augusta Ave. and Oxford St.
This area is one the most popular intersection along Augusta Ave. due to the presence of
the “Garden Car” at the south-west corner. There’s opportunity to expand and promote
active uses along the generous open space in the north-east corner, the proximity to
Sonya’s Park on Oxford St. as well as the potential connection between the park and a
narrow laneway that connects it back to Augusta Ave.

Pilot Projects
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KENSINGTON MARKET // PROPOSED PILOT PROJECT LOCATIONS
COLLEGE ST.

This area has been identified in the Masterplan as ideal for the enhancement of public
space that incorporates large amounts of greenery as an extension of the park. It can act
as a ‘frame for the garden car’, and as an art opportunity that generates a buffer between
the residential and commercial areas. Additionally, improvements to this area will help
reactivate Sonya’s Park, through planting initiatives and programs, educate visitors about
being aware and respectful of the surrounding residential community and support local
businesses by encouraging commercial activities to spill out to the public realm in a
controlled manner.

2

1a

2-Intersection of Augusta Ave. and College St.

This location is one of the main ‘entrances’ to the Market and a place where spontaneous
social gatherings occur prompted by the physical characteristics of the space – existing
steps, the bike rack/Kensington sign, a linear planter and wide sidewalks. This is also
a place where a wider vehicular right of way conflicts with the slower, more intimate
pedestrian nature of the Market.

OXFORD ST.

1b
NASSAU ST.

3-Intersection of Kensington Ave. and Dundas St. W.

AUGUSTA AVE.

The west corner of Kensington Ave. and Dundas St. W. has been identified as ideal for a
significant public art piece and entrance plaza, for informal gatherings and performances
that would create a strong sense of entrance to one of the Market’s most unique streets.

BALDWIN ST.

4

4-Baldwin Street

KENSINGTON AVE.

6

This is an ideal area to promote and intensify the market functions as there is an existing,
healthy concentration of food vendors and an intimate human scale that results from
the narrow right of way. There are opportunities to enhance the pedestrian realm and
intensify it with more commercial activities that take over parts of the street as a true
street market.

DUNDAS ST. W

Pilot Projects
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1

Augusta Ave.& Oxford Street

*

OXFORD ST.

9

A ‘parklet’ in
front of Sonya’s Park

Allotment areas
for learning and social
interaction

AUGUSTA AVE.

‘Garden Car’

8

Sonya’s park

Sitting areas
provide a stage for the ‘Garden Car’
and a place for social interaction

Pilot Projects
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‘Garden Car’
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2

COLLEGE ST.

AUGUSTA AVE.

Augusta Ave. & College St.

Sitting / greening on
existing steps
provide a place for
social interaction

Pilot Projects

Street painted by an
artist to integrate the
two sides of the street
and slow down traffic

Kensington Market BIA Public Realm Master Plan
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group sitting area
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temporary art
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13

Kensington Ave. and Dundas St. W

KENSINGTON AVE.

12

Hydrant

DUNDAS ST. W

Pilot Projects

Mural that extend from the
wall to the sidewalk and to
the other side of the streets
(Images possibly inspired in
‘hair’, ‘haircuts’, ‘hairs salons’

Kensington Market BIA Public Realm Master Plan
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(natural & artificial)
provide a place for
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4

Baldwin Street

Reinforcing the ‘market’
function. Additional
market stalls as extension
of the retail stores in place
of parking spaces.

Pilot Projects
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Implementation Strategy
A creative partnership has been proposed for the implementation of the pilot projects
as outlined in this document. KMBIA in partnership with Ukai Projects and SUMO
Project will centre cultural and community approaches towards the design and delivery
of the previously mentioned Masterplan-inspired punctual temporary interventions.
Culture is the primary means by which citizens make sense of the changes happening
around them. The KMBIA sees the critical role of artists in pushing the Masterplan
forward and creating real examples of the desired changes to both inspire community
action and spur ongoing dialogue. This partnership will provide artists and community
members opportunities to comment on, reflect, and be integrated into an urban
development strategy that nourishes the required skills to continue to do this kind of
work going forward.
Working Together
The KMBIA will provide project oversight, SUMO will serve as the design/project lead
and Ukai will offer support as the creative and programming partner for the overall
effort. Key activities in this partnership will include hosting information sessions
for participating community members and artists, organizing public engagement to
promote artistic interventions, writing and applying for grants and other potential
financial support, curating and integrating local artists with the community,
programming, and documentation (video, vlogging, photography, etc.)

Pilot Projects
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Other Possible Pilots
Streetscape:
A pilot could test the public realm improvements proposed along St. Andrew Street
(see page 103 of the Public Realm Masterplan document). Temporary greenery could be
tested and this could result is a series of guidelines, tree standards and the design of a
parkette for future short term implementation.
Similarly, a pilot could be tested on Nassau St by the Toronto Western Hospital (from
Bathurst St. to Bellevue Ave.- see page 108 of the report) to evaluate the impact of the
proposed linear park on the south side of the street.
All these improvements of the public realm conditions will have a strong and positive
impact with local residents and visitors and allow for the Masterplan to be tested and
implemented in parts, in small areas and in the short term.
Garbage:
This problem goes all the way back to the beginning of the Market when it evolved
from a residential area into a market. This drastically increased the garbage production,
particularly of organic waste. Now with an increasing number of restaurants, cafes and
bars in the Market the garbage bins overflow with single use, non-recyclable to-go
containers .
Two pilots could be tested:
One to create and test a new system of centralized garbage collection (see page 76 of
the Public Realm Masterplan document) and
One to replace single use coffee cups with reusable cups along with an educational
campaign. This campaign can create awareness of waste generation in an artistic way
that displays statistics and educates about sustainability and waste reduction.
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